FUJIFILM DIOSYNTH
BIOTECHNOLOGIES

TEESSIDE’S DOSE OF
INNOVATION IN THE FIGHT
AGAINST COVID-19
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A new media environment is emerging where readers
are following new trends and developing new habits of
media consumption. We recognise that those businesses
which aren’t committed to change will be left behind.

4In this challenging time, we wanted to
strike while the iron was hot, once again
pushing the envelope and redefining
regional print.
We wanted to be bold, do things
differently, and not be bound by the
conventions of what a printed business
publication is supposed to look like.
The North East Times brand has been
in circulation for 40 years this year, and
has built a strong identity in the North
East business community in that time.
When we took over the brand in 2015,
we tried hard to pay homage to that
legacy, but as a consequence, the way
we presented the magazine became a
little predictable.
We realised this last year and so we
had to change.
It would have been easier to do a
full business rebrand in a favourable
economic climate, but when a global
pandemic hits, it accelerates your vision.
It’s time to turn the page
Five years ago, we inherited a brand
that people knew – most noticeably
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through a masthead that dominated our
front cover.
And while we relaunched North East
Times with a new team, strategy and
approach, we were building on a brand
that had already been established.
Creating a new brand that was better
aligned to our vision and values was
therefore something we had talked about
for a long time.
However, it was in the early stages
of lockdown last year that we took the
decision to commit to the development
and realisation of a rebrand – one that
runs deeper than a simple evolution of
the magazine’s aesthetic.
We wanted to build on the success of
the old North East Times but be more
reflective of how diverse the region’s
business community has become.
Look across the North East today
and there are all kinds of companies
making an impact and people from many
different backgrounds leading the charge
in terms of innovation and enterprise.
We realised we had to be more
representative of that.
By doing so, our mission is to bring
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stories that are not being told elsewhere
to life with engaging independent
journalism, photography and design.
We now have a new identity which
gives us the more creative flexibility,
which demands attention and which
we’re proud to say is more representative
of the diverse, vibrant and innovative
business community we serve.
Redesigning the future
Briefing – report – feature.
It’s a thread which ties the magazine
together and which gives our editorial
team the space to explore topics in more
detail, getting to the heart of national
and international stories and how they
relate to what’s happening locally.
The ‘briefing – report – feature’
structure has also revolutionised the
reader journey, moving us away from an
A-Z guide on how to read a magazine
and towards an enhanced reading
experience achieved through subtle
visual elements and cues.
The reader can now follow a story
right through the magazine from

bite-size briefing to long-form report,
engaging in a way which is easily
consumable but also thought-provoking
and explorative.
The briefing pages are the first thing
you see and present digestible regional,
national and international news, curated
by our journalists to pique your curiosity.
Utilising our enviable network of
experts and specialists – spanning the
private, public and third sectors – the
guest contributor pages then invite
businesspeople to share their views on
the key issues.
Forget a 280-character tweet, we want
to give a more substantial platform for
authoritative voices to educate, inform
and challenge our readership.
The report pages that follow aim to
take a story further, asking questions
that haven’t been asked before and
uncovering insights that won’t be found
elsewhere.
The design of these pages is very
much reader-focused, presenting an indepth report in a way which is readable,
so you can take something away whether
reading word-for-word or at a glance.

And finally, we remain committed
to telling people’s inspirational stories
through our interview features.
The interviewee could be a pioneering
businessperson with game-changing
ideas, a celebrated business leader, or an
entrepreneur with an exciting idea.
The design of these pages is unique
to the subject. We take the words and
photography and present them in a way
which adds to the story.
One of these interview features will
also be on our much-celebrated front
cover, which you’ll notice has been
much more creatively designed since we
changed our masthead.
Watch this space
Although I’m proud to see the new
direction come to life, with every issue
we print, new ideas and opportunities
emerge.
It is an evolution, and very much a
work in progress.
Ryan Errington,
Head of creative
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Words by Richard Dawson

The GameStop share frenzy sent shockwaves
throughout the financial world as a group of retail
investors following the Reddit sub-page
r/wallstreetbets ended up making millions virtually
overnight while some of the most prestigious hedge
funds in the world suffered huge losses.

Words by Steven Hugill

When Boris Johnson visited FUJIFILM Diosynth
Biotechnologies last month, his presence went
far beyond a standard ministerial visit and instead
symbolised the company’s pivotal position in the
global battle against coronavirus.

Words by Tom Kennedy

As the UK continues to grapple with the realities
of Brexit, the Government has shifted its trading
sights to the other side of the world, applying for
membership to the Comprehensive and Progressive
Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP).
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Democratising finance

A shot in the arm

A fresh trading blueprint
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Delivering a new culture
of meat eating

Fresh thought for food

Words by Colin Young

In a spacious, custom-made laboratory in the
heart of Newcastle, a small team of scientists are
painstakingly working around the clock on cultured
meat technology, which is set to revolutionise the
food industry and dinner tables across the world.

Words by Colin Young

With huge numbers turning to healthier eating
during the COVID-19 pandemic, and many cutting
back or ditching meat altogether, there has been
an explosion of meat-free products in supermarket
fridges and shelves and on takeaway menus.

Words by Richard Dawson

Growing up in a country with a history more ancient
than any other, but one that was also ravaged by
sectarian violence and civil war, Dr Arzé Karam had
her eyes set on leaving Lebanon for France from a
young age.
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The North East has always been a cradle of invention. And, with our firms unveiling
further pioneering work, despite the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, Steven Hugill
sees a theme that is only going to continue…

4We’re good at many things in the North
East, not least hiding our collective lights
under a rather large bushel.
Historically, as a region we’ve always been
more inclined to let our work do the talking,
our inherent British bashfulness fuelled by a
legacy of yesteryear’s men and women who
viewed their toils as a necessity, rather than
a point for celebration.
But we at North East Times are all about
championing the region’s innovative and
game-changing spirit.
Such a philosophy has always been – and
will remain – the bedrock of our magazine,
and this month’s edition is no different,
turning the focus to the organisations
and people making a crucial impact not
just to the North East, but to national and
international markets too.
They include Billingham’s FUJIFILM
Diosynth Biotechnologies, which gained
headlines aplenty last month for its work
with Novovax to deliver a COVID-19 vaccine
that could inoculate tens of millions of
people.
Itself a legacy from the old days of
ICI, the operator is building a new North
East innovation story that – even without
its COVID-19 work – is positioning the
region at the vanguard of international
biopharmaceutical manufacturing
advancements.
Sticking with the theme of innovation,
we also focus on CellulaREvolution, the
Newcastle Helix-based firm behind work on
cultured meat technology that is primed to
revolutionise the food industry and dinner
tables around the world.
Amid an environment of ever-increasing

customer demand for vegan and plantbased products, CellulaREvolution – backed
by recent £1 million investor support – is
on track to support the delivery of cultured
meat at real scale.
The company’s standing as a new player
in a marketplace links neatly with another
of our features this month – the rise of the
retail investor.
When a new wave of personal traders
took on the hedge funds in late January
– with GameStop their target – it sent
shockwaves through the financial world.
And with their seismic market shift still
attracting much attention, we ask whether
we’ve witnessed a watershed moment in the
trading landscape?
Change, too, is at the heart of this month’s
Opinion pages, with my colleague Richard
Dawson assessing the current state of our
high streets and the future of our ‘bricks and
mortar’ operators.
It was perhaps a sign of the times last
month when my partner and I, having
received a gift voucher for our newborn son,
asked first not where we could spend it, but
where was no longer applicable.
With that in mind – and viewed through
the prism of Debenhams’ travails and onlineonly Asos’ cherry-picking of brands such as
Topshop and Miss Selfridge from the rubble
of Sir Philip Green’s collapsed Arcadia
Group – we seek answers on how our
physical shopping environments can remain
relevant features in our ever-changing lives.
I hope you enjoy this issue.
Steven
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Business briefing
Your curated guide to the latest news, views, trends
and technologies shaping the economic and business
landscape of the North East.

Jobs vow after £300 million waste-to-energy plant approval
Energy
Waste-to-energy bosses have vowed to
deliver “hundreds of jobs to an area with
a proud industrial heritage” after gaining
approval for a £300 million Teesside
development.
Low Carbon Limited and PMAC Energy
Limited say they will create more than
100 posts after planners sanctioned its
Redcar Energy Centre blueprint.
Earmarked to open in 2025, officials
say the base will be capable of providing
power for in excess of 100,000 homes
and annually diverting between 350,000
and 450,000 tonnes of waste from landfill
every year.
Hailing its crucial role in the UK’s
net-zero campaign, they also say the
development – which will sit within the
Redcar Bulk Terminal on the River Tees
and support more than 400 construction
jobs – will include a Materials Recovery
Facility that will process and recycle up to
200,000 tonnes of municipal, commercial
and industrial waste each year.
Roy Bedlow, Low Carbon Limited’s
founder and chief executive said: “The
Redcar Energy Centre will use proven

conventional technology to provide a
reliable source of controllable energy, add
flexibility to the fuel and recycling supply
chains and provide hundreds of jobs to an
area with a proud industrial heritage.
“We are delighted to bring forward our
third consented waste project in the UK
and to use our experience in developing
large-scale renewable and low-carbon
energy projects to help deliver this
project in the Tees Valley.”
Robert Lewis, PMAC Energy Limited’s
founder, added: “It has been a long-term
goal to develop a large-scale sustainable
energy-from-waste recovery centre in
the North East, and we are proud to have
Low Carbon’s support in developing the
Redcar Energy Centre.
“We have used our extensive
experience handling and processing
waste derived fuels throughout Europe
to design a flexible solution for both
waste management and energy recovery
to support the growing list of future
developments in the neighbouring South
Tees area that require renewable energy
direct.”

Facts & Statistics
The Redcar Energy Centre
at a glance
4Bosses say the development will
generate up to 49.9MW of low-carbon
electricity for the local grid – enough
to power more than 100,000 homes
4The plant, say both companies, will
deliver more than £300 million of
inward investment to the North East

4The Redcar Energy Centre’s sister
Materials Recovery Facility is
expected to recycle up to 200,000
tonnes of municipal, commercial and
industrial waste every year, with a
key component of its work extracting
valuable metals
4Officials say more than 400
construction jobs will be supported
during the 36-month build phase, with
in excess of 100 full-time positions
expected to be created once the site
is fully operational
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Nissan reveals new
Sunderland-made Qashqai
Automotive
Nissan has revealed its
Sunderland plant will oversee
production of the third
generation of a flagship model
– just days after a senior boss
hailed the factory’s potential
following Brexit.
The company’s regional
production lines will work on
the firm’s new lower emission
Qashqai.

Officials say the model
offers motorists mild hybrid
and full hybrid options, with
the latter based around the
ePower drivetrain technology
used on Nissan’s all-electric
Leaf hatchback – which is also
produced on Wearside.
The company’s Sunderland
base has made the Qashqai for
years, with the model – in 2019
– becoming the ten millionth
vehicle to be manufactured at its
North East factory since its 1986
opening.
Nissan’s Qashqai
announcement followed claims
from chief operating officer
Ashwani Gupta in January
that Britain’s trade agreement
with Brussels will deliver a
“competitive advantage” to
operations, in the process
protecting thousands of jobs and
bolstering production.

Montane works with TruStack to
bolster expansion plans

GMI Construction Group reveals
growth blueprint

Technology

Construction

A well-known outdoor clothing brand
says it is well placed to enjoy further
international expansion after teaming
up with a North East neighbour to
bolster IT provision. Ashington-based
Montane has appointed Cramlington’s
TruStack to oversee software support. Its
relationship has already seen TruStack
provide enhanced back-up and business
continuity solutions, as well as allowing
Montane staff to work remotely.
David Soulsby, Montane director, said:
“In the next six to 18 months we are going
to go through a lot of changes, and will be
relying even more heavily on TruStack to
support us.”

A construction, development and
engineering services provider has
unveiled plans to create North East jobs
as it seeks to capitalise on contracts
worth more than £360 million in the
region.
GMI Construction Group says it
will establish a permanent base in the
Tees Valley and potentially open a
second office to cover County Durham,
Newcastle and Sunderland.
Lee Powell, [pictured right, above]
divisional managing director, said: “We
are committed to making a success of our
expansion into the region.”

Employers ‘more confident’ about recruitment
Employment
More than half of UK operators plan to hire new staff before the end of March, a new
report has found. Around 56 per cent of 2000 firms surveyed by human resources body
CIPD said they aimed to take on personnel in the first quarter of 2021, in a sign some
buoyancy was returning to the market after the impact of COVID-19. Furthermore,
the findings – published as North East Times went to print – revealed employment
confidence was strongest across healthcare, IT and business services sectors.
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Automotive Alliance chair
takes academic role
Education

Builder to create latest
Boho base
Construction
A building contractor has been
appointed to lead work on the latest
£20 million instalment of a town’s
flagship digital and creative zone.
BAM Construction will deliver the
Boho X building, in Middlesbrough,
alongside Beijing Construction
Engineering Group, after being
appointed by council chiefs.
BAM’s involvement in Boho – which
already includes a number of office
bases – dates back to 2009 when
it established the first Boho Digital
Enterprise Centre.

Fresh £100,000 support will
‘open door’ for expansion
Manufacturing
The new owner of a security shutter
and steel door maker has vowed to
create jobs and grow nationally after
securing £100,000 support.
Armarium Crown has pledged
to “build on the excellent work” of
Washington-based Crown Doors &
Shutters after completing a deal for the
family-owned operator.
The firm, which aims to create up
to four new jobs this year, has been
backed by six-figure investment
from the North East Small Loan
Fund Supported by The European
Regional Development Fund.
Part of the £120 million North East
Fund and aimed predominantly at
smaller SMEs, the £9 million North East
Small Loan Fund typically offers loans
of between £10,000 and £100,000 to
businesses in Tyne & Wear, Durham
and Northumberland.
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The chair of the North East
Automotive Alliance has taken on
an academic role.
Matt Boyle has been
appointed professor of practice
in engineering at Newcastle
University.
Officials say the former Sevcon
boss will “provide the leadership
required of the university in
its national role as lead for the
Driving the Electric Revolution
Innovation Centre project”.
Professor Boyle added: “I am
delighted to be joining the
university; it has an enviable
reputation in the power
electronics, machines and drives
community worldwide.”

Wescott Industrial Services grows
with scaffolder deal
Acquisition
An industrial blasting and painting
services provider is planning for growth
after taking on a scaffolding operator.
Jarrow’s Wescott Industrial Services
has acquired Hull-based SGS Limited.
Matthew Doyle, Wescott’s commercial
director, said: “This is an essential
component of our strategic growth as
we increase our capabilities and market
presence in new and existing sectors.”
Newcastle-based RG Corporate
Finance advised on the deal, with Oliver
Gray, head of corporate and commercial
services at St James’ Square Law Firm,
providing legal advice.

Cabinet approves £25 million regeneration programme
Investment
Councillors have approved a £25 million programme they say will revitalise communities
across County Durham.
Durham County Council’s cabinet has rubberstamped the Towns and Villages
Investment Plan.
Officials say the scheme commits £20 million to the county’s most disadvantaged
communities, with a further £5 million proposed for other communities to help them
recover from COVID-19.
Furthermore, bosses say the plan will maximise more than £750 million of investment
already committed, which includes the £10.5 million opening of Horden’s rail station.
Councillor Carl Marshall, cabinet member for economic regeneration, said: “This
investment and our wider regeneration work is more important than ever.”
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News you may have missed
Technology

4Kromek seeks £13 million
investor boost

Legal & General submits plans for £60 million 1600-job business park
Investment
A developer has submitted £60 million business park plans it says will create 1600 new
jobs.
Legal & General has filed a blueprint for the first of two phases at Washington’s
Hillthorn Park, which it says will eventually deliver 600,000sq ft of space for industrial,
storage and distribution operators.
If approved, bosses say work on the 25-hectare site could start in September 2021,
with the development identified for completion by 2023.
Paul Edwards, director of asset management at LGIM Real Assets, said: “Hillthorn
Park is a significant site that will unlock a range of employment opportunities for local
people.
Councillor Graeme Miller, leader of Sunderland City Council, added: “This is an
important site for the city with vast potential to attract job-creating businesses.”

Kromek has revealed plans to
raise £13 million from new and
existing investors to fund further
development of its work that
includes technology used to thwart
terror plots.
The NETPark-based firm aims to
raise £10 million through the issue
of 66,666,667 placing shares at 15
pence per share, and a further £3
million through 20,228,064 open
offer shares at 15 pence per share.
The business is known for its
flagship D3S family of products,
which can identify terror threats
such as ‘dirty bombs’, and airport
scanners.
Earlier this year, it also announced
the adaptation of an air monitoring
system to detect COVID-19.

Digital

4Gateshead’s Mediaworks
on growth trail

‘First of its kind’ robotics centre venture boosted by £3 million funding
Technology
North East regeneration bosses have secured £3 million support to create what they say
will be the UK’s first centre of its type for emerging robotics technology.
The Robotics and Autonomous Systems Test Site, being developed by Blyth’s Offshore
Renewable Energy Catapult, will include onshore and offshore demonstration facilities
to help SMEs, universities and technology developers take new products to market.
It has been backed by the Government’s Getting Building Fund, which is managed in
the region by the North East Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP).
Gillian Hall, chair of the LEP’s Innovation Board, said: “This will put the North East at
the centre of robotics innovation for the offshore industry.”

A digital marketing agency has
revealed plans to deliver more than
£10 million in revenues this year
following a record-breaking 2020.
Gateshead-based Mediaworks
aims to build on momentum gained
during the COVID-19 pandemic,
which saw it recruit 44 staff, pick
up national clients including Dune
London and Miele, and carry out a
successful rebrand.
Brett Jacobson, founder and chief
executive, said: “In adversity we
found our clear sense of purpose.”

For more news and views across the
North East, visit our website @
www.netimesmagazine.co.uk/news
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Taking a new direction
Trade

Words by Tom Kennedy
EU transition officer at the North East England Chamber of Commerce

A fresh trading blueprint

A driving force behind the Brexit
vote almost five years ago was the
notion that outside of the European
Union (EU), Britain would be able to
follow its own path.
This, said supporters, would
include an independent trade
policy, the ability for the country
to sign trade deals tailored to the
UK economy and an expansion of
trade beyond the 27 EU member
states.

A significant example of the
UK’s new independent trade
policy post-Brexit is the country’s
recent application to join the
Comprehensive and Progressive
Agreement for Trans-Pacific
Partnership (CPTPP).
But what exactly is it?

16

As the UK continues to grapple with the realities of Brexit, the
Government has shifted its trading sights to the other side of the
world, applying for membership to the Comprehensive and Progressive
Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP). Ministers say such
a relationship would provide greater trading opportunities for exporters.
But what is the CPTPP and what would membership mean for the
North East’s business community? Tom Kennedy assesses the situation.

4The CPTPP is a Free Trade Agreement
between 11 members: Australia, Brunei,
Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico,
New Zealand, Peru, Singapore and
Vietnam.
The agreement eliminates 95 per cent of
tariffs on goods traded between members
with aims to increase this to 99 per cent
in time.
Membership also entails shared
commitments in areas including worker’s
rights and environmental standards, but
does not require the same levels of political
and economic integration as European
Union (EU) membership.
There is no CPTPP parliament or CPTPP
Court of Justice, for example, though there
is a commission with substantially less
power than its European counterpart.
The UK being the first non-founder
nation to apply for CPTPP membership
further demonstrates the Government’s
commitment to the ‘Global Britain’ brand
and the Indo-Pacific ‘pivot’, where renewed
diplomatic and financial efforts will be
deployed in the region by the Department
for International Trade and the Foreign
Office. If the UK became the CPTPP’s
twelfth member, the agreement would
encompass one sixth of global GDP and
approximately half a billion people.

By GDP, the UK would be the second
largest member after Japan.
The North East’s relationship with the
bloc is significant. As a region, our exports
to the CPTPP member countries in 2019
valued £1.03 billion or 7.73 per cent of all
North East exports.
Our region imported a total of £1.69
billion worth of CPTPP goods, or 11.62 per
cent of goods imported into the North
East.
This second figure is significantly
higher than the national average (5.95
per cent) meaning that reducing the
cost of importing CPTPP goods could
disproportionately benefit the North East.
In the same period, however, 60 per
cent of the North East’s exports went
to the European Union, while EU goods
accounted for 58 per cent of all North East
imports – approximately seven and five
times the CPTPP levels.
Membership of the CPTPP will never
‘replace’ trade with the European Union,
which, due to an historic and geographical
close relationship, will always be our
closest trade partner.
But for North East traders, the argument
for reducing barriers to trade between
the UK and CPTPP members is strong,
regardless of the UK-EU relationship.

Guest contributor
Robin Cordy_

Government earmarks £3.5 billion for
high-rise cladding removal
Construction
The Government has unveiled a fivepoint plan to improve building safety
in the UK, with £3.5 billion committed
for the removal of unsafe cladding in
high-rise buildings.
As a public inquiry continues into the
2017 Grenfell Tower fire, in which more
than 70 people lost their lives, Housing
Secretary Robert Jenrick confirmed
the Government will fully fund the
cost of replacing unsafe cladding for
leaseholders in residential buildings
18 metres (six storeys) and above in
England. This is based on Home Office
analysis, which shows that buildings

between 18 and 30 metres are four
times more likely to suffer a fire than
apartment buildings in general.
Leaseholders in buildings between
11 and 18 metres will have to pay for
cladding removal, but the Government
has introduced a finance scheme
ensuring they never pay more than
£50 per month. The announcement
has been met with mixed feelings
by the industry, with the Royal
Institute of British Architects saying
it was “shocked by the Government’s
continued underestimation of the scale
of our building safety crisis”.

Words by Robin Cordy
Marketing director at NBS

Digital adoption paves the way for better
construction practices
Construction has been one of the slowest adopters of digital
technologies, but in light of the Grenfell Tower tragedy, the industry has
been forced to sit up and rethink the safety, efficiency and accountability
of its practices, with digital adoption increasingly viewed as the way
forward. Robin Cordy, marketing director at NBS, explains how digital
can be deployed to achieve the so-called ‘Golden Thread of Information’
and make building projects more transparent.

4It’s no secret that Grenfell shook the
construction industry to its core.
In fact, even now its impact is still being
realised – just last month we saw the
Government announce plans to provide
£3.5 billion in funding to remove unsafe
cladding from buildings.
But while this marks a step in the right
direction for user safety, these actions

fail to address the heart of the issue;
safer processes are needed throughout
all stages of the construction journey and
‘digital adoption’ should now be seen as a
gateway to making this happen.
In the events that have followed the
Grenfell Tower fire of 2017, the advice
couldn’t be clearer – that the industry
must rethink the way it conducts business

and that a complete system overhaul is
the only way to instigate real change.
One key way is by using technology
to achieve the ‘Golden Thread of
Information’, that is, an accurate and
real-time record of what has gone into
a building, how it was installed and
maintained.
By providing ‘digital blueprints’ for all
future buildings, it’s hoped the industry
can then achieve the transparency and
traceability it so greatly needs.
But beyond ‘digital recordkeeping’, the
role of digital in construction is much
more diverse and offers a greater reach,
particularly within the earlier phases of
construction.
The emergence of new technology
platforms is helping to join the dots
between architects, manufacturers and
others, allowing them to work much more
collaboratively, in a way that hasn’t been
seen before.
Detailed data about the products that
make up the DNA of a building can now
be accessed instantly through online
cloud-based platforms, giving architects
the information they need to make the
most informed decisions possible.
‘Digital’ has also opened the door for
greater levels of communication later in
the construction process – messaging and
updates can be instantaneous, removing
the traditional approach of calls and
emails – where crucial information can
easily get lost or misplaced.
In a post-Grenfell world, where
essential information needs to be easily
available and checkable, digital adoption
is now providing a solution.
What is also clear is that as digital
becomes the norm, the sector will expect
to see less of the problematic ‘product
substitution’ and ‘value engineering’, with
more of a focus on quality and less about
cost reduction.
With a seemingly infinite number of
benefits to be gained by digital adoption,
it’s clear it represents a huge opportunity
for the construction industry to raise
its game, and to build better, more
effectively and more safely than ever
before.
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Retail sales plummet in January
as national lockdown hits high
streets hard
Retail
Retail sales fell by 8.2 per cent in
January, as nationwide coronavirus
restrictions weighed heavily on
volumes.
According to figures, released as
North East Times went to print¹, all
sectors saw a month-on-month decline
compared to December 2020, except
for non-store retailers and food stores,
which reported growth of 3.7 per cent
and 1.4 per cent, respectively.

The proportion of online retail sales
soared to the highest on record during
the month, at 35.2 per cent. That
compared to 29.6 per cent in December
and 19.5 per cent in January 2020.
Feedback from retailers suggested
the decline in sales was not as severe
as during the first national lockdown,
when total volumes fell 22.2 per cent.
Improved online capability and clickand-collect purchases are thought to
have lessened the impact on the sector.
Reference: 1 - https://www.ons.
gov.uk/businessindustryandtrade/
retailindustry/bulletins/retailsales/
january2021

Closing down sale
The recent sale of Arcadia Group to Asos, alongside that of Debenhams to Boohoo, epitomised the
creative destruction that is currently carving up the retail sector. But Britain’s high streets can fight
back if they diversify and refocus on new consumer demands. Richard Dawson speaks to two people
at the forefront of the North East’s retail revolution, NE1’s Adrian Waddell and Sunderland BID’s
Sharon Appleby, to find out how empty retail space is going to be filled in Newcastle and Sunderland.
Words by Richard Dawson

4A closing down sale usually refers to the final product lines
being sold off at a discount price before a business closes one or
all of its stores for good.
In the case of Debenhams and its sale to online retailer
Boohoo, it seems the term also applied to the whole business.
Debenhams had been a tour de force on Britain’s high streets
since 1778 – a 242-year history that few other merchants could
match.
The company reported revenues of £2.27 billion in 2018, and
given the stature and heritage of its brand, it was certainly sold
off at a discount, going for just £55 million.
Boohoo did not buy any of Debenhams’ 118 stores and has no
plans to take on its 12,000-strong workforce.
It is much the same story over at Arcadia Group, where online
retailer Asos has swooped in for the Topshop, Topman, Miss
Selfridge and HIIT brands – but not the shops.
Around 300 people employed by Arcadia in design, buying
and retail partnerships will be retained by Asos, but the other
18

12,700 working across the group will likely be looking for new
jobs.
As well as being an enormous blow to the retail labour market,
the sales of Arcadia and Debenhams to two non-store merchants
will leave some big holes in Britain’s shopping districts.
The deals also personify the changing face of the retail sector,
which has seen online operators take a growing share of the
market and sales, much to the detriment of bricks and mortar
stores.
This was all happening before the coronavirus pandemic, but
it seems a succession of national lockdowns has proved to be the
straw that broke the retail assistant’s back.
“I think what we’ve seen from the pandemic is an acceleration
of a trajectory that had already established itself,” says Adrian
Waddell, chief executive of the business improvement district
NE1.
“It has brought into sharp focus the differences between
bricks and mortar and online retail.”
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Those differences include the
staggering competitive advantage online
traders have when it comes to operating
costs – costs that allow them to offer
prices in-store traders simply can’t match.
None of this is particularly new, so the
question now is, in light of Arcadia and
Debenhams’ disappearances, what are we
going to do with all of this empty retail
space?
Furthermore, how are we going to save
the high street and transition to a new
economic model that works better for
bricks and mortar retail?
Sharon Appleby, head of business
operations at Sunderland BID, says: “The
high street will not be destroyed as long
as we get our act together now and offer
what people want.”

provide new experiences.”
Experiential retail is increasingly
viewed as the way forward for the high
street.
That’s because, if there’s one area
where online competitors don’t have an
advantage, it’s customer experience.
Buying things online is incredibly
functional, but it’s not an experience, it
doesn’t make you feel anything in the
way that a beautifully designed shop,
populated with interesting things and
knowledgeable staff, can.
The trend towards supporting local is
also seen as having huge potential, with
more independent shops, bars and cafes
acting as points of difference to draw
people into struggling shopping districts.
Adrian says: “I think we’re going to see

creating incubator space for new startups in The Bridges Shopping Centre,
while in Newcastle, NE1 is lobbying hard
to see different cost models introduced
that mean more smaller organisations can
get into premises on the high street.
All in all, the ingredients are there –
responding to new consumer demands,
experiential retail, supporting local
independents, bringing in residential and
commercial premises.
But the key thing is that businesses
on the high street are willing to adapt to
change.
Part of the reason Arcadia and
Debenhams collapsed is because they
didn’t move with the times.
Now, there’s going to be a difficult
period where high streets up and down

The days of row after row of sparsely
decorated cavernous retail units look to
be at an end.
What people want now are new
reasons to come to the high street, to be
able to buy things and do things that they
simply can’t elsewhere.
“People want handmade, they want
bespoke, they want to support local, they
want artisan, they want sustainability, and
they want to deal with people who are
ethical,” says Sharon.
“What the high street also has to do is

a lot more local independents mixed in
with high street brands.
“What we need to provide is a curated
and blended offer of different national
and local brands, as well as different
types of outlets, some of which might not
even be retail.”
Bringing in more residential and
business premises could help the high
street become a place of work and a
place to live, for example, rather than just
a place to shop.
In Sunderland, the BID is considering

the country have to find new occupiers
for the enormous units those two
businesses leave behind.
But with the right approach, those
spaces can be transformed.
There are new drivers out there that
will enable bricks and mortar stores to
fight back against encroaching online
competitors.
But we have to be open to change or
else empty shopfronts will continue to
line retail districts long after Topshop,
Debenhams and others have gone.
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Womble Bond Dickinson
plans move to Newcastle
Helix
With a history dating back more than 230
years in the North East, Womble Bond
Dickinson has announced a landmark
office move to further strengthen its longterm ties to the North East while providing
greater flexibility to continue delivering the
highest standards for clients in an evolving
marketplace.

with leading tech and science businesses already
calling it home.
Womble Bond Dickinson has a strong history of
supporting Newcastle Helix and recently advised
Newcastle City Council on its joint venture with Engie
to develop low carbon district energy infrastructure
projects, including the district green energy scheme at
the heart of the Helix.
Speaking about its move, Womble Bond Dickinson’s
real estate partner and office head Nigel Emmerson
says its Helix base “will be a perfect fit for us”.
He says: “In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic,
Womble Bond Dickinson is committed to playing
its part in the economic recovery of the North East
by leveraging our breadth of resource, expertise

www.womblebonddickinson.com
@WBD_UK

and transatlantic connections so the North East can
continue to be amongst the best places in the UK to
live, work and do business.

THE NORTH EAST’S LARGEST LAW FIRM IS

“The pandemic has challenged conventions of office

moving its two Newcastle offices to a new and

working and is pushing businesses to adopt more

improved workspace at the Newcastle Helix.

flexible and innovative working styles.

In a move planned for 2022, Womble Bond

“We’re looking forward to our move to the Newcastle

Dickinson’s office of around 450 professionals will take

Helix, which offers a collaborative ecosystem for public

up to 47,500sq ft in The Spark building.

and private companies and is considered a hub of

Currently under construction, The Spark will sit as
part of the landmark 24-acre Helix innovation quarter in
Newcastle’s city centre.
The Helix development is a unique partnership
between Newcastle City Council, Legal & General

innovation in Europe.
“We trace our roots in the city back to 1786; we are
very proud of our history but incredibly excited about
our future.”
Praising the law firm’s Helix arrival, Ben Rodgers,

and Newcastle University. Bringing together industry

head of regeneration at LGIM Real Assets, says it

leaders, businesses and top researchers, it has quickly

“demonstrates the continued demand for smart and

become an internationally-renowned innovation cluster,

adaptable ‘future’ office space”.
He continues: “As we prepare for economic recovery,
businesses like ours must continue to invest in our
future and it is more important than ever that we
deliver place-led urban regeneration schemes that
our society needs, whether that be flexible new office
space, housing or necessary transport infrastructure.”
Councillor Ged Bell, cabinet member for
employment and culture at Newcastle City Council,
adds: “In challenging times Newcastle Helix is playing a
vital role in the recovery of our economy.
“We are delighted Womble Bond Dickinson will
be part of our vision to help people live smarter and
healthier lives.”
Womble Bond Dickinson is a member of the
Government’s Northern Powerhouse Partnership
Programme and actively collaborates with the local
branch of the CBI and the North East England Chamber
of Commerce on a range of initiatives.
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Creating an office for the future

spaces, such as quiet library rooms, a café deli,
workshop areas as well as desk space.

As Womble Bond Dickinson prepares for its move
to Newcastle Helix, Steven Hugill speaks to Emma
Moody, partner, charities team lead and member of
the firm’s office steering group, to find out more.

How much was this move born out of the changing
landscape brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic?
Is it a direct response, or were you already looking for
a new base?
Although we were already planning our move
before COVID-19, the final design will be in response
to the impact of the pandemic, which has challenged
conventions of office working and is pushing
businesses to adopt more flexible and innovative
working styles.

Why has the business taken the decision to move its
two Newcastle offices to a new base?
We are very proud of our history but ultimately saw
this as an ideal time for change and wanted to bring our
two existing offices under one roof.
We’re looking forward to our move to the Newcastle
Helix, which offers a collaborative ecosystem for public
and private companies and is considered a hub of
innovation in Europe.
As a firm dedicated to embracing and driving
innovation in the legal sector, it is a perfect fit for us.
What will The Spark provide the firm that it doesn’t
presently have in its existing Trinity and St Ann’s
Wharf sites?
The move to Newcastle Helix and a brand-new
building gives us the opportunity to design and fit
out an office for the future. The new space will cater
for people who like to work in different ways and will
encourage collaboration through use of co-working
spaces.
Our people are very important to us and we want
to provide the best possible working environment for
them.
You highlight the “collaborative ecosystem” of
Newcastle Helix. How important was this a factor
in your decision to move and how do you see it
benefiting the business going forward?
Very important. There is a huge opportunity to
collaborate and learn from businesses operating in the
technology, healthcare, life sciences, clean energy and
advanced manufacturing sectors.
How will your new office reflect the collaborative
environment to which you refer? Is the business
including any specific design features to promote
new ways of working?
The office will be open plan and designed as an
activity-based office with spaces to facilitate different
ways of working. It will include a number of different

Womble Bond
Dickinson
-

The transatlantic
law firm provides
high-quality
legal capability
and outstanding
personal service
to a wide range of
regional, national
and international
clients from 27
key locations
across the UK
and the US.
In addition, it
has a growing
global network
in more than 120
countries through
its exclusive
relationship with
Lex Mundi, the
world’s largest
association of
independent law
firms.

Pictured: Emma Moody

Staying with coronavirus, the pandemic has markedly
changed the way companies engage with clients.
With traditional face-to-face meetings having given
way to digital calls over the last year, will the business
still provide scope in its new office for in-person
chats with clients?
Absolutely, we are excited about welcoming our
clients into our new office and will have a large amount
of space set aside for meetings and events, including
an outdoor balcony on the 11th floor. We’ll also be
looking at how we can use technology to facilitate
hybrid meetings and events.
You are a company with centuries of history in
Newcastle. How much of a factor was this when the
firm was considering a move to new premises? Was
staying in the city centre a crucial element to any
move?
Staying in the city centre was crucial for both our
clients and people. We are committed to playing our
role in supporting the economic recovery of the region
and felt that, ultimately, we needed to be based in the
city centre.
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A positive Perspective
for growth
The new year may have begun for many
with continuing Brexit and COVID-19
uncertainty, but for Perspective Financial
Group, 2021 has started in an extremely
positive fashion. With client demand
remaining strong for its specialist services,
the national financial planning and wealth
management firm used the first weeks of
the new calendar year to strengthen its
UK-wide presence with two key acquisitions
– and has every intention of bolstering its
standing further in the coming months.
Steven Hugill speaks to chief executive Ian
Wilkinson, who is based in its Newcastle
upon Tyne office, to hear more about the
group’s growth plans and why the North
East will continue to play an integral role in
its future successes.
www.pfgl.co.uk
@perspectivefgl

IF THE DICTIONARY DEFINES THE WORD
momentum as marking “progress or development that
is becoming faster or stronger”, then its pictorial
equivalent could very well easily be an image of
Perspective Financial Group.
The firm, whose roots in the North East stretch back
to 1985, is riding a real growth trajectory.
Serving more than 19,000 clients across the
country from an 18-strong office network, the national
financial planning and wealth management group
has £3.2 billion of assets under management, with
ever-increasing numbers of clients turning to its
highly-skilled teams for support across areas including
investment, personal wealth and corporate planning.
And it has no intention of slowing down.
Swaying gently from an ornate wall bracket outside
Regency House, the Darlington Georgian townhouseturned-office, a sign hangs testament to its continued
impetus.
The building has been the home of highly regarded
financial planning provider Atkinson White Partnership
since 2007, which became Perspective’s latest
acquisition in January 2021.
The office stands just a short stroll away from
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Feethams, the area of town where Darlington Football
Club once plied their trade.
And Ian Wilkinson, Perspective’s chief executive, says
it will help the company fulfil its own goals, particularly
those around expanding further into Darlington,
Teesside and North Yorkshire, with plans to add to its
team very firmly in the pipeline too.
He says: “We are very ambitious, very acquisitive
and keen to strengthen our presence in the North East,
which is reflected through our acquisition of Atkinson
White Partnership.
“Our Newcastle office has an established, 35-year
pedigree and deals with around a quarter of our
business nationally, working with individuals but also
the corporate sector with services such as pensions,
business protection and group protection schemes.
“Newcastle is the biggest office in our network with
45 staff, including 17 advisors, and Atkinson White
Partnership provides us with a further dimension.
Ian continues: “We were very impressed by the way
its retiring founders Simon Atkinson and Neil White had
developed the business, and saw it represented a really
good fit because we both do things very professionally.
“Their entire team of advisers, paraplanners and
administrators – including financial adviser John
Illingworth and trainee paraplanner Bozena ToczekJasinska – has come over to Perspective and we are
looking to grow and add to the headcount.”
That recruitment drive, reveals Ian, will be supported
by Perspective’s in-house Training Academy, which was
created in 2014 to usher in new talent and embed the
company’s ethos into employees from the start across
its entire office network.
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He says: “We have some outstanding people coming
into the firm at every level.
“We pride ourselves on making sure that good
practice is firmly instilled in all our staff from the start,
which we do through our Training Academy with
thorough, on-the-job training.
“We are delighted that one member of staff from
Darlington has already joined the Academy to help
further their qualifications and career.”
The Darlington firm’s arrival into the fold marks
Perspective’s 39th acquisition – coming just days
after Northamptonshire’s Independent Life & Pensions
Group (ILPG) was added to its stable – and Ian says
the business is constantly looking at potential future
additions and partners.
“While we have a strong and growing national
network of offices across the UK, we really value the
importance of local,” says Ian, whose father Mitch
created the kernel of what is today Perspective’s North
East operation when he launched Wilkinson Hatton, in
Newcastle, in 1985.
“There is more to come, though,” he continues.
“The business Neil and Simon built up and treasured
over the years is going to carry on and expand, and to
help achieve that we would look to acquire other likeminded financial planning firms around Darlington and
Teesside.
“We provide long-term, multi-generational financial
planning and wealth management services and central
to our work is our professional, client-centric, ethical
approach, wherein we work a great deal alongside
accountants and solicitors.
“With our move into Darlington, we would like to
work with more of these firms in the town and across
Teesside and North Yorkshire too.”
Ian says the progress of Perspective – which employs
around 200 staff nationally – will be fuelled by ongoing
support from CBPE Capital LLP.
The organisation announced a major investment
in Perspective in January 2020 to accelerate its
expansion by combining organic growth with targeted
acquisitions, and Ian says its backing is providing a
great catalyst for success.
He says: “CBPE Capital very much like what they
see in terms of our strong management team, our
increasingly high-profile brand, and our team’s clientfocused approach.
“They also share our focus on driving efficiencies
across the business to generate lower costs and greater
value for clients, further strengthening our competitive
proposition.

“CBPE Capital are a long-term investor, which gives
us the ability to do a really good job for firms like
Atkinson White Partnership. We can really help develop
companies like them.”
And he adds such backing, alongside Perspective’s
extensive track record in delivering high-quality
services for clients, means it has continued to move
forward despite the impact of COVID-19, revealing it
stands extremely well placed to take further steps as
the pandemic hopefully abates.
“We have adapted really well to the COVID-19
situation; it has pretty much been business as usual,”
says Ian.
“We have found clients are increasingly comfortable
using Microsoft Teams and digitally-secure portals
to communicate with us, which brings some real
advantages.
“Even when life returns to some sort of normality,
we fully expect technology to play a major part in the
future and we are well invested in the ability to do that.
He continues: “In many ways, the pandemic
has shown up the fundamental strength and
professionalism of what we do.
“We do things properly; our advisors are very well
qualified, we have scaled over the years to provide
services to a high standard, and it is this ability and
level of professionalism that really counts.
“We have the right people, we handle clients well
and we have the resources to fulfil their every need.
“I am proud of what we’ve achieved and the ambition
we still have for the future.”
For more information about Perspective’s services,
contact its Newcastle office on 0191 217 3340 or its new
Darlington office on 01325 289400.
All calls to and from Perspective’s landlines and
mobiles are recorded to meet regulatory requirements.

Perspective
Financial
Group
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Alongside its
specialist support
for individual and
corporate clients,
Perspective
Financial Group
is also helping
youngsters
succeed.
Working with the
Business2Schools
initiative (B2S),
it is donating
IT equipment
for use in
classrooms. Ian
Wilkinson, chief
executive, says:
“We invest in
high-quality IT
kit, but when
we appointed
TSG last year to
manage our IT
systems, some
of this wasn’t
technically
compatible
with our new
approach. So
we’re working
with B2S to
donate our
surplus IT kit to
them – it’s all
about helping
children and
closing the digital
divide, which are
prominent issues
at this time.”
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A SHOT
IN THE ARM:

Fujifilm Diosynth
Biotechnologies

TEESSIDE’S DOSE
OF INNOVATION
IN THE FIGHT
AGAINST COVID-19.
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Words by Steven Hugill
Pictures by Christopher Owens

@FujifilmDiosyn

www.fujifilmdiosynth.com

It isn’t every day that a Prime Minister calls into a North East
business, but then, it isn’t every day a firm in the region captures
worldwide attention. When Boris Johnson visited FUJIFILM Diosynth
Biotechnologies last month, his presence went far beyond a standard
ministerial visit and instead symbolised the company’s pivotal
position in the global battle against coronavirus. The international
pharmaceutical contract development and manufacturing firm is
making a crucial component in Novovax’s COVID-19 vaccine from its
Billingham laboratories, which could help deliver over 60 million doses
of inoculation. Steven Hugill speaks to Paul Found, the business’ UK
chief operating officer, and Michael Lyons, its global chief financial
officer, to find out more about its landmark support.

4 The industrial landscape of
Billingham’s past was once defined by
three letters: ICI.
An abbreviation of Imperial Chemical
Industries, ICI was also local shorthand
for pioneering manufacturing and lifetime
employment.
Today, however, the environment is
somewhat different.
Gone has the behemothic firm, so too
the brutalist Billingham House that served
as its agricultural division’s headquarters.
Equally departed is Billingham
Synthonia Football Club – named after
ICI’s synthetic ammonia fertiliser – which
now plies its trade in nearby Norton.
Some links, though, still remain.
Based in the very same Belasis Avenue
postcode where Billingham House once
loomed large – and expanding operations
on land where the totemic concrete
structure stood – FUJIFILM Diosynth

Biotechnologies is building a new legacy.
A descendent of the old chemical
sector leviathan – it had been part of
ICI from the mid-1970s before being
acquired by FUJIFILM in 2011 – the global
pharmaceutical contract development
and manufacturing firm stands at the
vanguard of medical advancements,
working with partners to deliver the lifechanging treatments of tomorrow.
And those therapies now include a
landmark focus.
FUJIFILM Diosynth Biotechnologies’
Billingham base – alongside two sister US
sites – is making a crucial component in
Novovax’s coronavirus vaccine candidate,
with officials saying over 60 million doses
could be manufactured on Teesside.
Said to provide nearly 90 per
cent efficacy against COVID-19 in
trials conducted by the American
biotechnology company, around a quarter
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of FUJIFILM’s 800-strong Billingham team
is now undertaking laboratory work to
produce initial batches of the vaccine
to meet industry approval ahead of an
official rollout.
That such work is being delivered from
the company’s flagship Teesside base
is, says Paul Found, FUJIFILM Diosynth
Biotechnologies’ UK chief operating
officer, an “extra special” privilege.
He says: “We work with many
customers every year and in some
ways, Novovax is very typical of our
relationships in that they identify a
product and prove its effectiveness and
then ask us to help with its manufacture.
“But, of course, it is very atypical too,
given its link to COVID-19.
“The medicines we make are lifechanging and life-improving for patients,
but they do tend to affect thousands or
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tens of thousands of people.
“The situation with Novovax is
completely different in that it can
potentially change millions of lives.
He continues: “It is also a very emotive
contract for us; we all know people who
have been affected by coronavirus, which
makes it that bit more tangible.
“We work on a lot of other medicines,
which we theoretically know have massive
positive impacts on people, but we won’t
tend to know them.
“With the COVID-19 vaccine, however,
we do all know someone that has been
affected by the virus, so the magnitude of
the challenge is ramped up and there is
a very significant personal connection to
what we are doing.”
As well as the emotional element of
the work, Paul says the contract has
added a fresh dimension to FUJIFILM

Diosynth Biotechnologies’ accustomed
developmental processes, which were
laid out to Prime Minister Boris Johnson
during a whistle-stop tour of the firm’s
Billingham base last month.
He says: “COVID-19 has presented a
whole list of challenges to us, Novovax,
industry regulators and the Government
– the virus has a visibility way beyond
normality and a manufacturing timeframe
that is so different too.
“Typically, we start working on a
medicine and it might be supplied to
patients a decade later.
“However, it was only a year ago the
first cases of COVID-19 were identified in
the UK and here we are manufacturing a
medicine in 2021.”
If its coronavirus contract has provided
FUJIFILM Diosynth Biotechnologies
with a dramatically altered working

@FujifilmDiosyn

landscape, so too, says Michael Lyons, the
company’s global chief financial officer,
has it afforded the business much greater
spotlight.
Championed on Channel Four show
The Last Leg – which initially told
viewers the vaccine was to be made in
Newcastle before hastily correcting its
mistake – Michael says the firm has also
received praise from across the business
community, including local leaders and
the North East England Chamber of
Commerce.
“The one thing that has hit home to me
is the pride in Teesside,” he says.
“Everyone I speak to wants to talk
about FUJIFILM Diosynth Biotechnologies

www.fujifilmdiosynth.com

and Teesside because what we are doing
is so beneficial to society.
“When you get people like Chamber
chief executive James Ramsbotham
singling the company out as something
the whole region should be immensely
proud of, and national TV highlighting our
work too, it just shows the impact of what
we are doing.”
Paul continues: “We’ve had letters
from councils and industry leaders, and a
member of the public from Manchester
even dropped us a line.
“It is all helping put this region – and
specifically Teesside – on the map, which
is fabulous.
“We have a big grey box of a building

that most people will drive past and, for
most of the time, have no idea what the
800 people inside are doing.
“That is because, by our nature, we
don’t sell our products, so customers
going to the chemist don’t receive a box
that says FUJIFILM on it, even if we made
the medicine inside.
“What our work with Novovax has
done – and is continuing to do – though,
is bring a visibility that had probably
been missing, and at the same time an
awareness around the importance of UK
manufacturing.”
The latter point, says Paul, presents
the North East with a real opportunity to
further strengthen its biopharmaceutical
and biotechnological status nationally.
For a number of years, the much-fabled
Golden Triangle that links companies and
research institutes across London, Oxford
and Cambridge has been celebrated as
the poster region for cutting-edge UK life
science work.
However, Paul says FUJIFILM Diosynth
Biotechnologies’ coronavirus contract
represents a catalytical opportunity
to showcase the North East as an
internationally-enviable manufacturing
hub that can palpably deliver the Golden
Triangle’s revolutionary breakthroughs.
“There is definitely a need to rebalance
between the Golden Triangle and the
North,” he says.
“The Golden Triangle’s strength is still
arguably on the science side – and that
is not to underplay it’s work because it
is incredibly important to discover the
medicines in the first place – but the
actual manufacturing capacity in the UK
for these things is relatively limited.
“The North East, however, is one of the
shining examples for manufacturing.
“We have huge capability here at
FUJIFILM Diosynth Biotechnologies with
our highly-skilled teams and world-class
facilities, and GlaxoSmithKline, based not
too far away in Barnard Castle, has great
secondary capability too.
“We need to onshore more
manufacturing in this country – having
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such capability is very important to the
UK’s future.”
And Paul’s point is far from an idle
observation.
As a business, FUJIFILM Diosynth
Biotechnologies – which returned its
strongest-ever operating profit in its
latest financial results to March 31,
2020 – is embarking on next generation
projects to stay at the forefront of fresh
manufacturing developments.
He says: “The Novovax vaccine grabs
a lot of attention but the whole of the
pharmaceutical industry continues to
evolve.
“If you go back 20 years ago and
further, small molecule manufacturers
were big business; they still exist, but the
market has changed.
“We are at the cutting-edge of
biopharmaceutical manufacturing
because of investments we’ve made over
the last 20 years, both in the science and
the manufacturing technology that goes
with it.
“But the next generation is going to be
about gene therapies and transforming
from the position where we are giving
people medicine to make them feel better,
to curing people of a disease.
“It is about fundamentally changing
lives.
“The market is growing incredibly
rapidly, and we need to ensure we are
always a leader in the North East.”
To confirm its place, FUJIFILM – which
complements its Billingham site with
recently renovated laboratories and office
space on the Wilton complex, near Redcar
– is working with Teesside University’s
Darlington-based National Horizons
Centre and CPI to establish capability
across its North East bases.
“We are going through processes now
and it will all link into the great science
going on down in Oxford and Cambridge,”
says Paul.
“We want to make sure we not only
have the capabilities for biologics today
but the advanced therapies of tomorrow.
“To develop the capabilities to work on
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medicines now that will come to market
in five to ten years’ time, it requires us to
have world-class process development
laboratory space and small-scale
manufacturing capacity.
“There are a lot of companies around
the world working on this and we’re
making sure we’re right in the race.”
Another key facet in staying
competitive is the company’s ongoing
multi-million-pound development of
its Billingham site into a sprawling
biocampus, which, while not only
providing much-needed operational
space, is creating highly-skilled jobs.
Improvements include the expansion of
its mammalian cell culture facility – which
is home to the company’s COVID-19
manufacturing work – and a greater gene

therapy offering, which Paul says are
perfectly positioning the business to meet
future market demands.
He says: “It is a multi-phase programme
– we have a nine-acre site and own
another eight acres on the other side of
the road (where ICI’s Billingham House
once stood).
“The first phase is about getting an
office building up to free up space on our
existing site and transforming the front
of house to emphasise our position as a
high-tech biosciences firm, rather than a
1970s ICI building.
“That is a really important flip in the
mindset for customers and staff.
“The building is being fitted out and we
hope to move in during early summer.
“As part of the wider development of
the campus, we envisage putting two
further buildings on the site and hope,
in the future, to add more laboratory
and manufacturing capacity for other
therapies too.”
And such a blueprint for growth, says
Michael, places FUJIFILM Diosynth
Biotechnologies right at the heart of
efforts to engender a fresh industrial
revolution across Teesside.
He says: “As Brits, and especially as
people from the North East, we don’t
shout from the rooftops about what we’re
doing, we just get on with it.
“That played to our strengths in the
past, when our region was a world-leader
in steel and chemicals, and it is doing so
again.
“We’re quietly starting a revolution
on Teesside with our IT and service
industries, and with the redevelopment
of the former SSI UK Redcar steel plant
into Teesworks, which will be a hub for
offshore energy and carbon capture
and storage work – and could become a
freeport too.
“They will all help keep Teesside and
the North East on the map – and we
will continue investing in our people,
plant and technologies here at FUJIFILM
Diosynth Biotechnologies to ensure we
play our part in such an exciting future.”
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Increasing the momentum
The new year has signified new beginnings at specialist recruitment and outsourced talent
services partner Jackson Hogg, with the firm having launched a life science division to
strengthen its proposition to clients. Providing support for companies keen to expand their
workforces nationally, the move has added further momentum to the Newcastle-based
company following a strong end to 2020. Steven Hugill finds out more.
www.jacksonhogg.com
@JacksonHoggRec

Jackson Hogg
-

The company has
experienced high
– and increasing
– demand over
the last two
quarters and is
actively looking
to add colleagues
across all of
the levels and
sectors in which
its works. For
more information,
visit www.
jacksonhogg.com
or call 0191 580
0495.

MOMENTUM IS CRITICAL IN BUSINESS.
To stand still means ceding market advantage and
the successful operators – the ones that really thrive –
do so because they live not complacently in the present
day but amid the promise of tomorrow, arching and
flexing services to meet future demands.
Take Jackson Hogg, for example.
The Newcastle-based recruitment and outsourced
talent services business works internationally
across the science, technology, engineering
and manufacturing (STEM) sectors, and has an
ever-increasing – and enviable – standing in the
pharmaceutical, life science and construction sectors.
Delivering value-driven talent services across all
disciplines, from professional entry-level through
to board appointments, its successes represent
exceptional progress for a business that was formed
less than ten years ago.
For some firms, such achievements would mark the
reaching of an end goal.
For Jackson Hogg, however, they merely signify the
beginning of much wider ambitions.
Nowhere are its aspirations more emphasised that in
its decision to launch a new life science division.
The firm is already adept at fulfilling companies’
exacting talent staffing needs across the industry, with
partnerships that stretch from its native North East, to
the North West, the fabled ‘Golden Triangle’ of Oxford,
Cambridge and London, and Scotland testament to its
abilities.
But its perpetual desire to achieve more, to provide
even greater talent-driven services that tailor support
to meet clients’ individual specifications, has seen
Kimberley Warren assume the role of head of life
science.
The former Newcastle University biotechnology
graduate joined the firm at the start of the year and is
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flanked by consultant Kristi Porter [pictured opposite
with Kimberley Warren].
Their appointments have been complemented
by existing team member Hannah Weeks’ [pictured
below] move into the role of internal talent acquisition
specialist, which the firm says will further support its
growth plans.
The premise is a simple yet far-reaching one: operate
as a conduit between individuals and employers, using
the company’s raft of partnerships with global research
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and development organisations, to unite businesses
across the sub-sectors of pharmaceuticals, medical
devices, chemicals and biotechnology with the right
talent to meet their strategic goals.
“This is a really exciting time for us,” says Richard
Hogg, who set up the recruitment firm in 2012.
“We’ve always been a company that has focused on
the STEM industries, so to strengthen our science pillar
has been important to us.
“We are seeing an uplift in the number of companies
developing pharmaceuticals and working across
medical technology and biologics, and we want to
partner with these businesses and support their
recruitment needs.
“We are working with clients across the country and
those closer to home too, which include Alnwick-based
contract developer and manufacturer Arcinova – which
has just been acquired by Quotient Sciences – and
Sedgefield’s Kromek Group, which is now adapting its
air monitoring technology to detect COVID-19.
“We want to enable these companies – and many
more too – to grow in the market by helping them
understand and meet their recruitment challenges, and
our aim is to grow nationally and internationally.”
Anthony Broadhead, chief operations officer,
continues: “We are busy right across the board, but
are really seeing an increase in demand across the
science sector and picking up some real momentum
with clients.
“With that in mind, our new life science division
shows we are really serious about what we are doing.
“By investing in Kimberley, Kristi and Hannah, we
are doing things even better and providing clients
with further gains, while ensuring we can cope with
demands on our colleagues internally.”
The impetus to which Anthony refers, says Richard,
will be helped by Jackson Hogg’s Talent Partnerships.
A leading element within Jackson Hogg’s support
framework, the firm’s Talent Partnerships provide
Talent Partners that act as on-site internal recruitment
managers and lead the employment process for clients
of all sizes.
Within the framework, dedicated members of
Jackson Hogg’s team are accountable to chief
executives, managing directors and key decisionmakers, and liaise with specialist sector teams on
candidates to ensure only those people meeting clients’
requirements are chosen for interview.
These connections, say Richard and Anthony, bind
the company much more closely with clients and

therefore deliver a number of benefits for the latter.
“Talent Partnerships are a flagship service for the
business and clients really recognise their value,” says
Richard, who counts more than 30 colleagues in his
team.
“Not only do our Talent Partnerships help reduce
the time it takes to recruit, but they also increase the
quality of candidates while reducing the cost of the
process.
“It is a powerful model and one that really works.”
Anthony adds: “Our Talent Partnerships work
fantastically for companies that are serious about
hitting their headcount plans; our model and our supply
chain are very attractive for clients.”
For such relationships to continue growing, though,

Jackson Hogg itself must continue its own expansion.
To that end, the business is focused on strengthening
its team and building on a recent internal Net Promoter
Score, which saw 96 per cent of employees rate the
firm as a great place to work.
Richard adds: “Our continued focus is on bringing
talent into the business that will help us grow but will
help our clients grow too.
“We want people to work for us who love people,
who love business and love STEM-driven industries,
and who really get excited about the work we do.”
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Taking a personal approach to success
Standing as the largest commercial law firm in the Tees Valley, The Endeavour Partnership
provides specialist support that is fuelling national and global organisations’ growth.
Inherent to its approach is a commitment to the personal touch, with its highly skilled
teams forging strong relationships that provide tailored client support. Here, Steven Hugill
speaks to Nik Tunley, partner and head of the firm’s corporate commercial department, to
find out more.
www.endeavour.law
@Endeavour_law

AS LOCATIONS GO, THE ENDEAVOUR PARTNERSHIP
is rather appropriately placed.
Nestled between two sweeping bends in the River
Tees, on land that once housed Head Wrightson’s
sprawling engineering works, the law firm is nurturing
present-day successes while retaining the industrious
spirit of yesteryear.
As a commercial conduit, the river has, for centuries,
provided a gateway for ships and subsequent
connections to the world.
Today, The Endeavour Partnership is channelling that
same ethos, acting as an alternative trading vessel for
domestic and international clients alike.
And it is on a real growth trajectory.
Set on Thornaby’s Teesdale Business Park, The
Endeavour Partnership is the largest commercial law
firm in the Tees Valley.
Employing the biggest corporate and commercial
law team between Leeds and Newcastle, it provides
bespoke services to entrepreneurs, owner-managed
businesses and investors covering transactions, financial
deals and commercial contracts.
Furthermore, the company’s skilled teams work
with clients on commercial disputes, property deals
and planning law, provide corporate recovery and
insolvency assistance and deliver employment law and
HR support, flanking all of these services with an expert
banking and finance team that tailors funding sources to
organisations’ unique requirements.
Equally crucial to its success, however, is the firm’s
fluid approach and deeply personal touch, which,
says Nik Tunley, partner and head of the corporate
commercial department, is a significant marketplace
differentiator.
A tagline reading ‘business, taken personally’
emphasises the point, and Nik says the philosophy is a
cornerstone of operations.
“Relationships are so important to us and properly
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understanding a client and their needs is central to
our work; our clients’ businesses are at the heart of
everything we do,” he says.
“By knowing them well, as businesses and as people,
we can offer more robust advice that really suits their
circumstances.
“We pride ourselves on understanding the individual
business’ model, its goals and objectives, and its risks
too.
“By doing this, we become more than lawyers.” adds
Nik, who reveals the firm’s mergers and acquisitions
team has been instructed in 55 transactions worth £386
million since the beginning of the first COVID-19 national
lockdown last year.
He continues: “We will always be advisors, but we go
beyond being just advising lawyers.
“Our specialist business support extends way past
static legal advice, and we are committed to producing
innovative options for clients while still demonstrating
our business-focused thinking.
“What we do changes the dynamic between lawyer
and client.”
The calibre and breadth of The Endeavour
Partnership’s client list more than reflects Nik’s point.
The company’s reach spreads far beyond the Tees
Valley, with work in North America and Oceania
complementing numerous national commitments.
However, the local element nevertheless remains
equally important to the business, which supports
organisations such as Teesside International Airport,
Middlesbrough-based third-generation distribution firm
AV Dawson and Tees Valley Combined Authority on the
Boho Zone digital and creative hub.
It also counts Visualsoft, a flagbearer for Teesside
across the national e-commerce and digital marketing
sectors, and Racz Group, one of the UK’s largest owners
of franchised businesses that include names such as
Domino’s and Costa, as well-established clients.
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The firm’s ability to cater for such a wide-ranging
base is, says Nik, testament to the quality of its teams.
He says: “We have created brilliant teams and
departments that are the number one across the
Tees Valley and we are the law firm of choice for
organisations of all sizes.

“Our lawyers are highly experienced in working on
high-value, multi-national, multi-party deals, and it is a
real strength of ours that we can offer their expertise to
large organisations, as well as mid-sized operators and
start-ups.
“The fundamentals are the same, it is just the size of
the companies that is different, and the nature of our
teams and their varying skills means each client gets
the best possible service.”
Such ability has seen The Endeavour Partnership
form relationships that have subsequently spread
across decades – with companies, such as Visualsoft,
moving from fledgling operators to industry leaders
thanks to its support.
Nik says: “We’ve helped Visualsoft grow over the
years and advised the business on its recent major
investment by Livingbridge, which will help it continue
to expand.

“Its successes highlight the level of skill and expertise
we are able to provide a business on its growth
journey.”
He continues: “The team are very proud to be
involved with several of the regeneration projects that
are ongoing across the Tees Valley region.
“These include advising the Tees Valley Mayor and
Combined Authority in relation to its funding of the
infrastructure works on land at Teesside International
Airport to unlock a proposed £200 million logistics and
manufacturing park, that has the potential to create up
to 4400 jobs.
“The team has also advised the South Tees
Development Corporation in relation to its acquisition
from central Government of South Tees Site Company,
a body set up to be responsible for the safe, secure
and cost-effective management of the former SSI UK
steelworks site, in Redcar.
“It’s all about getting close to and understanding the
individuals that drive the organisations that are making
things happen on Teesside,” adds Nik.
“We believe we do this successfully, but we are
always looking at ways to improve.”
While helping such organisations evolve, Nik says
The Endeavour Partnership has itself flexed to maintain
its progress, revealing a previous IT infrastructure
investment has delivered great benefits – and helped
the business bypass issues created by the COVID-19
pandemic.
Crucially too, he says it has helped the firm
strengthen its personal touch.
Nik says: “We wanted to have a much more
modern, flexible workforce, so we invested in the right
equipment and adapted our practices in summer 2019
to do that.
“We didn’t want people stuck on the A19 travelling to
the office or to meetings, for example, so we took the
decision to provide the means to allow everyone from
a client-facing perspective to be able to work from
anywhere in the world at any time.
He continues: “That was then extended to the wider
support team, across areas such as accounts and
marketing, and it has proved a great success.
“The transition to remote working hasn’t affected us;
we were already used to delivering services remotely
from cross-border work in countries such as Canada,
Australia and the USA.
“The positivity hasn’t dropped and neither have
service levels or client engagement.
“In fact, the pro-active way we adapted prior to the
pandemic has only strengthened relationships.”

The Endeavour
Partnership
“We have real
respect and
appreciation for
what it takes to
run and grow
a business; it’s
the reason we
only practice
commercial law,”
says Nik Tunley,
partner and head
of the corporate
commercial
department.
“We are there
every step of
the way with our
clients, providing
multiple layers
of expertise
to suit their
requirements,
whatever stage
their business is
at and whether
they are a startup, SME or large
corporate.”
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Teamwork the key to long-term success
In 15 months, GiveToLocal has built an expert team capable of
surpassing the organisation’s initial target of driving an additional
£10 million a year towards community sport.
www.givetolocal.com/corporates
@GiveToLocalUK

“TALENT WINS GAMES, BUT TEAMWORK AND
intelligence wins championships.”
When basketball royalty Michael Jordan was pressed
on his remarkable contribution to the all-conquering
Chicago Bulls, he was keen to shift the focus towards
his team-mates.
The most recognisable face in North American
sports during the 1990s won six Most Valuable Player
awards in the NBA finals in recognition of his unique
individual talent.
And yet even one of the greatest athletes of all time
noted that teamwork and a collective appreciation of
the bigger picture makes the difference when it comes
to achieving sustained success.

Jordan, of course, framed one of his most widely
repeated quotes in the context of elite sport, but the
sentiment rings true for any organisation seeking to
realise its goals.
It’s a powerful statement that clearly resonates with
the backers, founders and executive team at North
East-based sports service GiveToLocal.
“We’re a team that lives and breathes sport and
those are words that we can really relate to,” says
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GiveToLocal co-founder and chief executive Neil
Gardiner.
“Working with community clubs and sport
organisations at every level, it’s clear to see that
it doesn’t matter whether you’re representing the
Chicago Bulls or playing for the Newcastle Eagles
Academy — it’s the effectiveness of your team that
defines success.
“Of course, the same goes for business; long before
we launched GiveToLocal, our focus was on putting
together the best team possible.
“Fifteen months down the line and that team has
grown significantly. We’re proud to say that we have
key players in key positions across the board.
“This is a big year for GiveToLocal, but there’s a
collective focus at the heart of our service that will
ensure we deliver against our ambitious aims.”
One of the first names on the GiveToLocal team
sheet was Scott Wall.
The former internal engagement manager was
promoted to head of process and compliance last
December, and his insight into the organisation’s
development reveals a genuine determination to
evolve.
“I’ve been involved in the processes that underpin
GiveToLocal from an early stage and now it’s about
refining those processes and improving things where
we can,” explains Scott.
“The staff who have joined the team this year have,
quite rightly, questioned some of our processes and
offered opinions on what could be done to streamline
what we do. I love that.
“I enjoy working alongside the other heads of
department to ensure we’re all moving in the right
direction and that’s one of the easier aspects of my new
role.
“I’m surrounded by a great team and by people with
fantastic ideas. That’s what I want.”
Elsewhere, GiveToLocal’s head of media Simon
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Rushworth is a familiar face on the region’s sports
scene.
The Independent’s former North East football writer
and ex-chief sports writer at The Journal went on to cofound the paperclip.it digital media agency in 2015.
And Simon retains a strong connection to community
sport across the region as a player, parent and
supporter.
“Joining GiveToLocal was the natural move for
someone like me,” says Simon.
“Sport has always been a huge part of my life.
“I’ve played for — and worked with — some fantastic
teams in the past and I’ve always learned a lot from the
people around me.
“Over the years I’ve listened to everyone from Sir
Bobby Robson to the chap batting alongside me for
Backworth 3rd XI.
“Now I’m learning from colleagues at GiveToLocal
and the team here is talented and ambitious from top to
bottom.”
GiveToLocal’s head of corporate relations David
Broom is fast approaching his first anniversary with the
organisation and nobody knows the value of a strong
team better than the popular Scot.
“The growth of GiveToLocal’s corporate team reflects
our commitment to investing in the right people and is a
response to our increasingly prominent position within
the North East business community,” explains David.
“I’ve been able to bring in some strong characters
who enjoy a collaborative approach to working and who
recognise and respect each other’s strengths.
“James Rooney, our corporate relations manager, is
great at explaining why GiveToLocal exists and how
organisations can help to protect community sport.
“Maisie Cole has joined us as a partnership executive
and she ensures our corporate partners realise the full
benefit of working with GiveToLocal.
“Then there’s Dan Dixon, who’s our first community
engagement executive.
“He’s also one of the first — and most enthusiastic —
voices that most corporate partners hear.”
Last month, GiveToLocal revealed plans to expand
its North Tyneside-based team and Neil adds: “To grow
our workforce from zero to 60 within two years is a
significant achievement.
“We have the confidence to grow at scale because
we’ve tested our processes with real people.
“We know how and where our technology fits, where
the support for community sport is needed most and
how it needs to be deployed.
“That’s what drives future recruitment.”

Get to know GiveToLocal
Meet some of the key players on the GiveToLocal team

Jerome Iveson:
co-founder and chief product officer

As a father of two, Jerome knows the benefits
community sport can bring to families. As
chief product officer, he boasts 20 years of
experience in developing digital products from
small ideas through to the finished article.
Jerome heads up the product design team —
responsible for building and maintaining the
technology that supports GiveToLocal. “The
technology we use is tried and tested to ensure
the best possible user experience,” he says.
GiveToLocal
-

Visit www.
givetolocal.com/
corporates to
discover how
your business
can help to make
a difference to
community sport
across the North
East.

Colin Stromsoy:
director of strategic partnerships

Following his successful tenure as director
of sport for Northumbria University, Colin
joined GiveToLocal as director of strategic
partnerships. His work with sport organisations
and governing bodies at a national and regional
level ensures we have the best possible insight
into what’s needed by clubs at the heart of
our communities. Colin is manager of Newton
Aycliffe Football Club and holds a UEFA ‘A’
coaching licence. “Community sport is a big
part of who I am, and it always will be,” he says.

David Broom:
head of corporate relations

As a grassroots football coach, David has seen
first-hand the challenges facing community
sport clubs. GiveToLocal’s head of corporate
relations is tasked with building and delivering
value to our network of regional and national
partners. In his role, David speaks to businesses
across the UK on a daily basis, helping them to
understand GiveToLocal’s unique proposition.
“We can help businesses to give back to their
communities and benefit from being part of a
like-minded network,” he says.
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Six steps business can take to stay
ahead of cyber-crime in 2021
As our dependence on technology rises inexorably, so too do the dangers around cybercrime. However, Newcastle-based Melius Cyber is spearheading the response to hackers’
rising prevalence with tailored support that protects businesses against data breaches and
ransomware attacks. Here, the firm provides a checklist for organisations to follow and stay
one step ahead of the hackers in 2021 and beyond. Eldon Jobe, chief commercial officer
[pictured opposite], explains more.

www.meliuscyber.com
@MeliusCyber

Melius Cyber
-

Melius Cyber
works specifically
across the SME
sector with the
clear objective
to improve
cyber resilience
cost-effectively,
while helping
stakeholders
and directors
understand the
importance of
cybersecurity and
enabling them to
clearly see the
effects of good
cybersecurity
hygiene within
their business
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WE HEAR SO MUCH MORE TODAY ABOUT
cyber-crime and hacking, and it’s hardly surprising
given that 46 per cent of UK businesses experienced a
breach in 2020.
Over recent years, and enhanced by the COVID-19
pandemic, tech adoption by individuals and
companies has grown exponentially, as has the way
we consume news and media, which has changed to
almost instantaneous consumption.
No matter where you are, you are connected to
something via your phone, tablet, car or laptop, even
if it’s just your phone on a 3G network giving out your
position; every interaction is a piece of data that is
now a widely valued and traded commodity.
This is the Internet of Things and it provides the
largest attack surface possible for cyber criminals.
“Business data, however benign you think it is, has
value – thanks to cryptocurrencies, it has become
monetised on the dark web.
“The age of the data is no object either, as data can
be held and used over the coming years, once new
quantum computing techniques have learnt how to
break today’s security.”
So, what does this mean for business? How should
you react? And what are the costs?
Initially, businesses must find out the known
knowns. This means assessing your IT estate to find
out where it is weak based on current cybersecurity
knowledge.
Many businesses believe they are secure, hiding
behind firewalls and antivirus software, but this is a

dangerous assumption. Hacking threats change daily
and even transform by the hour.
The security of your data is a specialist field within
the IT industry, and it cannot be managed by simply
adding software/tools.
Assessment of your networks and IT estate is a
pre-requisite to setting up your security correctly. This
service can be carried out remotely in conjunction
with your in-house or current IT support company.
Changes to network architecture and security as a
result of assessment are the first stage in establishing
good cyber hygiene.
There are a number of simple best practices, such
as two factor authentication, that many companies
do not deploy and consequently leave themselves
exposed.
Businesses must look to the future and secure by
design. The old model of cybersecurity worked on
protecting everything inside your perimeter and then
trusting other firms to do the same, but this trust can
be misplaced and cyber criminals exploit the weakest
link in a chain to gain entry.
In what is known as ‘island hopping’, many
businesses are now suffering breaches caused by one
of their vendors, third parties or through the supply
chain. The utilisation of zero trust networks, where
verification is required prior to engagement with
another server, platform or device is a key defence
that all businesses must move towards.
Finally, fake news presents a new threat too.
This technique, whereby an IT system is
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manipulated by algorithms to produce a result rather
than simply being attacked, means the permutations
an attacker can achieve from an attack are multiplied.
This means a traditional defence only approach isn’t
sufficient and counterintelligence via data collation
and analysis are required to anticipate, prepare for,
and respond to attacks.
In reality, every business should work on the basis
they will suffer a breach, and work towards cyber
resilience; this is the 360-degree coverage from threat
detection to recovery and re-establishment.
With the current landscape exacerbated by the
COVID-19 pandemic, which is stressing business
finances, here’s a six-step guide to what organisations
can do now to stay ahead of the attackers in 2021.

1. Cyber hygiene
Understanding your estate, its weaknesses, and then
deploying basic cyber hygiene, is the top priority for
businesses.
2. Automation
The more you can automate your security, the more
cost effective it will be. Automation is helped by
advances in AI and machine learning and, in addition,
cloud providers make significant contributions
towards standardising and automating security tasks.
3. Security by design
Security by design will help eliminate more of the
known weak links and cloud adoption also spreads the
use of zero trust mentality. In addition, less complex
environments are simpler to protect, so drive to
simplify your IT estate.
4. Counterintelligence
The aspiration to protect everything will fade as it
becomes impossible. Instead, businesses must work
towards more focused efforts that anticipate, detect
and disrupt active threats. Counterintelligence will be
used to primarily thwart advanced threats, leaving the
more basic threats to be covered by cyber hygiene,
automation and security by design.
5. Recoverability
Recoverability is a key element to cyber resilience,
often ignored or left as an afterthought. However,
given that everyone will be breached at some point,
the only thing a business can control is its response
when it occurs.
6. Regulation
IT security is too critical to be left to a business;
the self-regulation will come in the form of stricter
third-party controls that organisations will implement
to protect themselves. Working towards Cyber
Essentials & Cyber Essentials + are key steps for
business in 2021.
Working with Melius Cyber
“Melius Cyber was able to remotely analyse our
current estate across the UK, give us a hackers’ eye
view of the vulnerabilities, and then assist us to
implement best practice and cyber hygiene.” – Alex
Lush; Severn Glocon
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Plus500 reports
record year as
retail investors
help profits soar
The digital trading platform
Plus500 is considering a share
repurchasing scheme after it
reported a pre-tax profit of
$523.3 million.
The UK-listed company’s
performance was almost four
times the $189.3 million recorded
in the previous financial year.
Revenues rose by 146 per cent to
$872.5 million as a surge of new
users looking to invest in stock
and shares boosted activity.
The company cited recent
volatility in the markets due to
the coronavirus pandemic and
frenzied interest in companies
like GameStop and AMC
Entertainment as having led to
“unprecedented levels of platform
usage”.
A constituent of the FTSE-250,
Plus500 will pay $30 million
in special dividends this year
and may initiate a buyback
programme of up to $25 million of
its shares.
Customer trades on the platform
for 2020 were 82 million, up from
35 million in 2019.
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Democratising
finance
The GameStop share frenzy
sent shockwaves throughout
the financial world as a
group of retail investors
following the Reddit subpage r/wallstreetbets ended
up making millions virtually
overnight while some of
the most prestigious hedge
funds in the world suffered
huge losses. It was the first
time retail investors had
really demonstrated their
market moving capabilities,
with some saying the
financial industry had
been democratised and
therefore no longer just the
playground of institutional

investors. But does the
GameStop saga really
represent a change? Or is
it simply the latest iteration
of a speculation-fuelled
story that is as old as the
markets themselves?
Richard Dawson asks
currency strategist Grant
Murray and investment
director James Kyle what’s
really happening with these
‘meme’ stocks and whether
the digital trading platforms
that have widened access
to the markets have a
responsibility to protect
users from their dangers.

4On the first trading day of 2021
(January 4), shares in the American
video games retailer GameStop were
exchanging at $17.25 each.
Three weeks later, the same shares
closed out the day at $347.51 – a little
more than a 2000 per cent increase.
What had changed?
Very little looking at it from the point
of view of the company. A bricks and

mortar retailer, GameStop had been
struggling like many others due to the
coronavirus pandemic and the longterm competitive advantage of online
distribution services.
But the people buying GameStop
(NYSE:GME) weren’t interested in
what finance professionals call the
fundamentals, they were interested in
the multi-billion-dollar hedge funds,
which had taken out very large short
positions against the company, betting
that its share price would continue to
go down.
Short selling is a controversial and
high-risk trading strategy whereby an
investor borrows shares at a certain
price and then immediately sells them,
hoping to buy them back later at a
lower price, return them to the lender
and pocket the difference.
It’s risky because if the share price
goes up, the investor is then under
pressure to buy them back at the
higher price to cover their position
before the losses get too big.
So confident were a number of major
hedge funds that GameStop would
continue to fall, that 140 per cent of
the company’s total publicly available
shares had been sold short, meaning
that some shares had actually been
shorted twice (i.e., borrowed, sold, reborrowed, re-sold).
What we know now is that a lot of
people didn’t agree with the hedge
funds and saw an opportunity for a
short squeeze – pushing the share
price higher so short sellers have
to buy back the stock to cover their
positions, which in turn pushes the
price higher still.
Wall Street hedge fund Melvin
Capital Management had been
shorting GameStop since 2014 and
was estimated to have lost around $4.5
billion by the end of January.
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Outside in
Words by James Kyle, investment
director at Rathbones

4“Some of these hedge funds
that have shorted companies
to make money themselves
have been caught out by this
retail backlash.
“There might now be a
change in behaviour from
hedge funds in terms of short
selling.
“They’ll still do it, but they
might be wary of shorting
particular companies so
heavily. I think, in the main,
institutional investors will
probably welcome the fact
that retail clients are becoming
more interested in investing in
the markets.”

But what was interesting about the
GameStop short squeeze was that it
didn’t come from other institutional
investors and hedge funds, it came
from a new generation of retail
investors who demonstrated their
market moving powers for the first
time.
A retail investor is someone who
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trades stocks and shares from their own
personal account, rather than on behalf
of a company or client.
The number of retail investors entering
the market has grown steadily over the
years but since the pandemic began,
their numbers have exploded.
There are numerous reasons for
this, but the most compelling is the
emergence of digital trading platforms
offering a cheap and easy route into the
markets.
The one making all the headlines is the
US platform Robinhood, which recently
had to testify to the US Congress in a
hearing about the GameStop situation
and possible market manipulation.
In the UK, we have Trading212, eToro
and Plus500, which are essentially the
same thing.
These platforms have dramatically
widened access to financial markets
because they allow users to trade stocks
and shares with zero fees and zero
commission.
They are also incredibly intuitive and
user-friendly, available on a mobile
phone app as well as online.
Whereas previously a retail investor
would have had to pay a fixed
commission through a brokerage for
every trade executed, now it can be done
for free with just the click of a button.
When you couple this technology
with the fact that, during the ongoing
pandemic, many people are spending
more time at home and thinking about
how to make some extra money, it’s no
surprise that so many more ordinary folks
are finding their way into the markets.
The only thing stopping them is how
complicated the markets themselves
are to navigate and understand – a

heady mix of securities, derivatives,
commodities, equities, cryptocurrencies,
forex, bonds, treasuries and gilts. It’s
small wonder that many bright people
spend years studying for a career in the
financial industry.
But even here, technology is helping
people find the answers they need.
During the GameStop short squeeze,
for example, it was information sharing
on the social news website Reddit that
allowed retail investors to learn from one
another and beat both the market and
the hedge funds.
A number of users on the Reddit
sub-page r/wallstreetbets had been
discussing how GameStop was
undervalued and how hedge funds like
Melvin had taken out short positions that
they could not hold if the share price
suddenly started rocketing.
Once the wider internet and social
media got hold of this information, it
didn’t take long for GME to become the
most traded stock on the New York Stock
Exchange, with many retail investors
spotting an opportunity to make some
serious cash by driving the price up and
squeezing billions of dollars out of the
short sellers.
In this example, technology essentially
filled the knowledge gap, allowing
people with nothing but an internet
connection and an appetite for risk to
take on the market and win.
The GameStop short squeeze was
pitted as a ‘David v Goliath’ story, a band
of rookie retail investors challenging the
billion-dollar hedge funds and coming
to the rescue of a beleaguered company
that had been aggressively shorted by
Wall Street. But was there really anything
virtuous going on? Were we witnessing
the beginning of a new form of financial
activism?
Or was it simply the latest iteration
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Outside in
Words by Grant Murray, currency
strategist for the UK North and
Europe at GPS Capital Markets

4“This is historical. It goes

of the greed-driven, get-rich-quick
fable we’ve seen play out so many times
throughout history?
Grant Murray, currency strategist for
the UK North and Europe at GPS Capital
Markets, says: “Greed and fear tend to
be the most basic human emotions in
financial markets where people react.
“In this particular case, these two
things have played out.
“Are these retail investors thinking,
‘let’s take on the hedge funds, let’s
completely reset the financial markets,
let’s have a rebellion – it’s us against Wall
Street?’
“I don’t think it’s as deep as that. It’s
just about making money.”
Speculation is as old as the markets
themselves, with many traders having
always regarded themselves as players
in a game, rather than investors in a
company.
Digital trading platforms, which
essentially mirror gambling apps in terms
of user experience, play on this fact and
have exacerbated what James Kyle,
investment director at Rathbones, calls

“the game-ification of the investment
world”.
He explains: “We’ve got a dangerous
environment at the moment where
there will be some retail investors who
substantially benefit from this surge of
interest in particular companies, but
I expect the vast majority who do get
tempted to ride the wave will ultimately
lose money.
“Many are buying in not really
understanding the dynamics of these
shares and what’s driving the prices other
than pure momentum – it’s not based on
the fundamentals of the company.
“Inexperienced investors are getting
sucked into this and I’m afraid greed is in
the ascendancy.”
This is the trouble with speculation,
or “pump and dump” as in the case of
GameStop.
A small minority of retail investors
will have gotten in at the bottom of the
market, but the majority probably bought
shares when the price had already
surged.
Some unlucky traders will have also

on and on and on. Tomorrow,
there could be a group of retail
investors in a dark corner of the
internet somewhere plotting to
buy gold or palladium, or tenyear US treasuries.
“We don’t know what’s
going to happen, but that’s the
evolving nature of financial
markets.
“Is there a get-rich-quick
silver bullet for every retail
investor out there? No.
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gotten in at the top of the market
when GME was trading at nearly
$350, only to see their investment
nosedive in subsequent days when
the price fell back towards $50.
“It’s a pyramid or Ponzi scheme
ultimately because it’s purely based
on momentum,” says James.
The original swindler, Charles
Ponzi, conned scores of investors out
of millions of dollars in the 1920s,
promising clients a 50 per cent profit
within 45 days or 100 per cent within
90 days.
He could keep up the promise
so long as he continued to bring
in new investors to pay back the
earlier supporters, but eventually, the
scheme ended up costing investors
around $250 million in today’s money.
There are many other examples
from history around the foibles of
speculative investing, but the punch
line is always the same – most people
lose money.
Grant adds: “This isn’t some
alchemy that no one has ever thought
of before. All it really is, is a rehashed
story of history repeating itself.”
GameStop was one of a number
of “meme stocks” that was short
squeezed by retail investors back
in January. Others included AMC
Entertainment, BlackBerry, Nokia and
Koss Corporation.
In each case, some retail investors
made money and some hedge funds
lost but the reverse is also true.
“Wall Street will not be a loser
from this,” James posits.
“There might be companies that
suffer but there will be an equal
number that do very well out of what
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is happening.
“It’s like betting against the casino.”
Indeed, while Melvin Capital was
getting squeezed for every penny,
another hedge fund called Senvest
Management was riding the wave,
amassing a $700 million fortune during
the frenzy.
“The hedge funds use algorithms
where if the trend reverses and they’ve
shorted the stock, they’ll double down
and go the other way,” says Grant. “I’m
afraid the house always wins.”
All things considered, while it does
not appear that retail investors have
taken over the financial world and
displaced institutional investors and
hedge funds as the primary movers of
markets, their emergence still shows how
the industry is being democratised.
James says: “This saga could herald
a new era of retail influence over stock
markets.”
The democratisation of finance, where
virtually anyone can put their capital to
work no matter what their skill level or

experience, should ultimately be viewed
as a good thing because it shows that
more and more people are taking control
of their financial future.
In an era of ultra-low interest rates
and defined contribution pension
schemes, savings left alone no longer
guarantee the kind of returns they once
did, so it’s easy to see how the search for
better yields is driving more retail money
into the markets.
The challenge is ensuring people
are investing carefully and responsibly,
rather than piling into risky assets and
potentially losing all of their money.
This is what the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) is currently
looking at – whether or not digital
trading platforms like Robinhood are
doing enough to educate their users
about the risks of investing or whether
they are in fact encouraging gameification because it’s good for business.
After all, in the Gold Rush, the people
who made the real money were the ones
selling the shovels.
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Muckle LLP makes trio of trainee solicitor appointments
Confounding the ongoing uncertainty created by the COVID-19 pandemic, leading independent law firm for
businesses Muckle LLP has laid the foundations for future success by investing in its talent of tomorrow.
www.muckle-llp.com
@MuckleLLP

THE NORTH EAST’S LEADING INDEPENDENT LAW
firm for businesses Muckle LLP has continued its growth
with the appointment of three new trainee solicitors.
Georgia Sproat, from Kendal, in Cumbria, takes up
her first seat with the corporate team, assisting senior
lawyers in the busy North East deals market.
Kieran O’Donoghue, from Retford, Nottinghamshire,
has joined the dispute resolution team and is currently
working on multiple business interruption insurance
claims.
Olivia Tindle, from Stockton-on-Tees, has begun her
training contract in the real estate team, dealing with a
range of commercial landlord and tenant issues.
Consistently recognised as one of the best places to
work, Muckle ended 2020 having announced its third
consecutive year of growth and its highest turnover in
history. Despite the majority of its people working from
home due to the pandemic, the firm has pressed ahead
with the appointments and the trio have begun their
two-year solicitor training.
Jason Wainwright, Muckle managing partner, says:
“Despite undoubted economic uncertainty amid the
ongoing coronavirus pandemic, we feel it is arguably all
the more important to invest in future talent and also to
support the future growth of our business.

Muckle LLP
-

Muckle LLP’s
specialist teams
cover a raft of
industries and
sectors, which
include banking,
construction
and engineering,
corporate,
dispute
resolution,
employment,
education,
energy,
intellectual
property,
real estate,
manufacturing,
agriculture and IT.

“Many firms have delayed taking on new trainees
this year, but we were keen to press on despite the
challenges of lockdown and Olivia, Georgia and Kieran
are already making an impact. Work levels were very
high across the firm at the end of last year, and so far,
2021 has been equally busy, with no shortage of work
and experiences for our new trainees. We’re delighted to
welcome them to the Muckle family and wish them all
the very best in their training.”
Trainee solicitor Georgia says: “Due to the pandemic,
my induction has been far from typical, but Muckle has
really made it work. I am so thankful that they’ve taken
measures to safely adapt our training and introductions
to allow us to start despite the lockdown.”
Olivia says: “Everyone has been very welcoming.
“Many people have video called me ‘just to say hello’,
which has been nice, and I’ve been assisting lots of my
colleagues with their transactional work, which is great
because I like to be busy!”
Kieran adds: “Muckle stood out to me because not
only do you work with industry-leading experts and highend clients, but everyone at the firm is also genuinely
friendly, approachable and down to earth, and they have
all gone out of their way to make us feel welcome while
working from home.”
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FROM PHOENICIA TO FINANCE
Words by Richard Dawson								
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Pictures by Christopher Owens

Growing up in a country with a history more ancient than any other, but one that was also
ravaged by sectarian violence and civil war, Dr Arzé Karam had her eyes set on leaving
Lebanon for France from a young age. With dreams of becoming a professional ballet
dancer dashed, studying for a career in finance became the path to a new beginning,
a new life. Now a professor at Durham University, Arzé’s academic career has seen her
study under the tutelage of Nobel Prize-winning economist Jean Tirole at the University
of Toulouse, complete a PhD at the University of Paris and teach at the elite Sorbonne and
Dauphine institutions. The Lebanese/British scholar puts her glimmering success down
to a strong sense of survival and a passion for finance, something she’s keen to pass on
to the next generation at Durham. Richard Dawson speaks to Arzé about her remarkable
journey and asks what research can tell us about the extreme events that have defined
financial markets in recent times.

Little is known about the ancient
Phoenician civilisation that dominated
trade and commerce throughout the
Mediterranean in the first millennium BC.
Part of that is because it was such a
long time ago and, unlike other cradles
of civilisation such as Egypt, Greece and
Mesopotamia, there are few surviving
indigenous records written about them.
What we do know is that they
developed an expansive maritime trade
network that some historians argue
laid the economic, political and cultural
foundations of Western civilisation as we
know it today.
As well as being the dominant

commercial power for much of classical
antiquity, the Phoenicians are best known
for creating the world’s oldest verified
alphabet.
They operated out of three major cities
in modern day Lebanon – Tyre, Sidon and
Byblos – two of which are still inhabited
today, making them among the oldest
cities in the world.
Byblos is also home to the world’s
oldest port, which was used by the
Phoenicians for thousands of years to
ship local wine, timber and cedar to other
ancient lands.
The Phoenician heritage continues to
influence Lebanese identity today, as does

the Francophone culture and language.
Lebanon was brought under the French
Mandate following the collapse of the
Ottoman Empire after the First World
War and the language remains the second
most spoken after Arabic.
Dr Arzé Karam, assistant professor in
finance at Durham University, is in many
ways a product of her home country’s rich
and ancient history.
Born in the port city of Byblos, Arzé
grew up dreaming of becoming a
professional ballet dancer.
“I started to dance at the age of five
and it was something that I loved to do,”
she says.
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Dr Arzé Karam

Durham University Business School

www.dur.ac.uk/business/

An opportunity presented itself to go
to France to pursue her dancing dreams,
but the ongoing civil war made leaving
impossible for the youngster.
Family also didn’t want her to leave in
such dangerous circumstances.
As part of the Maronite Christian faith
that is still a major demographic in the
multi-sectarian state of Lebanon today,
Arzé and her family had to live through
the horrors of a civil war fought on
religious lines from 1975 to 1990.
She explains: “I am a child of the
Lebanese Civil War.
“We were in hiding most of the time
together with family and neighbours in
the underground and we would hear the
bombing going on for days and nights.
“There is a trauma, and it will always
exist, but it’s not something that can
destroy you as a person, it actually gives
you this sense of survival.”
Her ballet plans firmly adjourned
because of the conflict, Arzé remained
determined to leave Lebanon and made
clear to her parents that after living
through such a difficult time, she wanted
to see something else.
Her education provided the way out.
“Coming from a catholic family, all
of my education at school was Frenchbased,” she says.
“This gave me the aspiration to live in
France, even when I was very young.
“I jumped at the first opportunity to
move there for my higher education
studies.”
Arriving at the University of Toulouse,
Arzé was almost immediately inspired to
pursue a career in finance after meeting
her professors, who included Nobel Prize-

@DUBusSchool

winning economist Jean Tirole.
Finance was also the chosen path for
many of the one million people who left
Lebanon during and after the civil war,
something which Arzé puts down to their
Phoenician heritage.
It was not an easy path to take,
particularly given the fact that Toulouse
was one of the top universities in the
world for finance, economic theory and

industrial organisation, subjects Arzé now
teaches at Durham University.
She recalls: “I remember my first year
of study and from the beginning, the
professors told us, ‘forget about your
social life, you have to work hard’.”
Of course, Arzé had been through more

hardship than most of her classmates and
embraced the rigours of economic theory
and finance with open arms.
After completing her degree and
masters with distinction at Toulouse,
the aspiring professor studied for a PhD
at the University of Paris, splitting her
time between her research and teaching
undergraduates at Paris Sorbonne and
Paris Dauphine – two of the most elite
academic institutions in Europe.
“Paris was beautiful,” she says, “but
it also gave me access to many more
universities, seminars and opportunities.
“When I used to teach at Sorbonne,
I would go to mark assignments in the
Jardin du Luxembourg – it was terrific.”
Graduating summa cum laude (with
top marks) in her PhD, teaching at the
Sorbonne and living in what is probably
the most beautiful city in the world, you
could be forgiven for thinking this is
where our Phoenician descendant’s story
ends.
But Arzé had never been one to rest on
her laurels and still wanted to improve her
English so that she could make a bigger
impact with her research in finance – a
resolutely anglicised profession.
After a two-year post-doctoral research
project in market microstructure at
Queen’s University Belfast, Arzé found
herself moving to the North East to
become a lecturer in finance.
Now assistant professor at Durham
University Business School, she has spent
the last eight years inspiring the next
generation and developing her research
into the mechanics of capital markets,
focusing on extreme events, flash crashes,
high frequency trading and systemic risks.
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It was at a conference in New York last
March, headed up by another Lebanese
finance expert and essayist Nassim Taleb,
that Arzé first heard about the most
extreme event in modern market history –
the Coronavirus Crash.
“When the first market crash hit last
March, I think we had a Black Monday
and then a Black Thursday and another
Black Monday,” she says.
“I was in New York for a workshop and
on the last day we were talking about the
need for new models and tools to assess
systemic risks and then the S&P500
started to crash.
“In some ways, I was expecting this
to happen because when you know the
market, you just know that it is not really
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Dr Arzé Karam

“I REMEMBER MY FIRST YEAR
OF STUDY AND FROM THE
BEGINNING, THE PROFESSORS
TOLD US, ’FORGET ABOUT
YOUR SOCIAL LIFE, YOU HAVE
TO WORK HARD’.”

Durham University Business School

how we think – it always misbehaves.
“There are always a lot of risks that
are hidden and once a financial shock
happens, the market will crack down
because it’s reflecting what’s going on.
“The event we saw last March was
probably not anticipated but we could still
see this coming.”
Arzé’s research into flash crashes made
her less terrified than the rest of us when
major stock markets went into freefall this
time last year.
A flash crash is an extreme – but short
lived – intraday market movement that
usually only lasts an hour or two.
On May 6, 2010, for example, there
was a massive flash crash that saw the
Dow Jones Industrial Average collapse by
998.5 points (nine per cent) in a matter

www.dur.ac.uk/business/

of minutes, only to rapidly rebound and
make back most of the losses in the same
day.
Arzé has been investing a lot of time
into better understanding these extreme
events because many of the existing
models we use to measure risk do not
function properly during them.
She explains: “If you look at the data
when an earthquake happens, you have a
lot of warning signals.
“But deep down, there are no tools that
can tell you that the market is suffering
and is going to collapse. Prices can move
for any reason, so we need more tools
reflecting the reality.”
Another area of Arzé’s research is
around high frequency trading, something
which has been dramatically expanded
thanks to digital platforms like Robinhood
and Trading212, which were at the centre
of the recent GameStop share frenzy.
It was the first time that ordinary retail
investors had shown themselves to be
capable of moving prices in a big way, but
for Arzé, it was just another day on the
markets.
“From my perspective, I see this as
normal behaviour,” she contends.
“People are following the same strategy,
but the people are different now.
“The strategy is, if I see strength in the
market, I might take a position.
“I also think, from what we have seen,
the retail investors knew what they were
doing.

@DUBusSchool

“To squeeze big hedge funds like this,
it doesn’t come from people who don’t
know what they’re doing.
“I think, from the hedge fund’s point of
view, they’ll be taking retail influence into
account now.”
Predicting the future is always a fool’s
game, but for financial analysts and
economists, it’s also part of their job.
Arzé likes to tackle questions about
the future economic outlook by always
preparing for the worst and working back
from there. She thinks the major downside
risk to the economic recovery moving
forward is the extent to which the health
crisis is masking the economic crisis.
As individuals, businesses and
governments each take on more and more
debt to get through crippling national
lockdowns, the prospect of a solvency
crisis is very much on the cards.
Arzé explains: “COVID-19 is still
ongoing. We don’t know how many firms
will go bankrupt and default on their
loans. We have no specific figure on that.
“We might end up in a situation where,
in addition to what is going on with the
increasing frequency of crashes, which
come from a lack of liquidity, we may also
have a solvency crisis.
“We can’t afford not to think about the
worst case scenario.”
In the middle of a global pandemic,
which everyone thought would never have
spread out from the Hubei province of
China, those are words to live by.
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Laying the foundations for continued growth
EMG Solicitors has made a raft of new appointments and is rolling out software advances to
ensure it continues to provide clients with excellent service despite the ongoing disruption
caused by COVID-19.
www.emgsolicitors.com
@EMGSolicitors

THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 HAS NOT JUST HAD A
direct affect on so many lives, it has also led to many of
us taking stock and making important decisions.
That’s certainly been the experience of a fastgrowing firm of North East solicitors, which has
made a whole host of appointments to deal with new
challenges and to ensure it maintains its reputation for
excellent service.
EMG Solicitors has grown hugely since it was set up
in 2014 by Emma Gaudern [pictured right] and Jemma
Morland.
Having started off with a handful of staff in a
modest office in Durham, it now has a team of 65, with
headquarters in Durham and a second site in Gosforth,
Newcastle, [Pictured on next page].
The company has always had a clear expansion
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plan and that has not waivered, despite the current
situation.
EMG initially made its name for its Court of
Protection (COP) work, with a national reputation
for protecting the interests of those unable to make
decisions themselves. It is cited in the Legal 500 Guide
as ‘one of the finest Court of Protection’ firms in the
country.
Two new solicitors have now joined – meaning that
EMG Solicitors now has the biggest independent COP
team in the North East.
The firm has also recently trebled its residential
conveyancing team with the appointment of four new
members, to help deal with the current market demand
and increase in the number of house sales.
Two new recruits have also joined the wills, trusts
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and probate department, again to help deal with
increasing workloads, as many people look to the firm
to put their affairs in order during the pandemic.
As a result of their work in this area, EMG Solicitors
received a top tier Legal 500 ranking in 2021, in
particular for advising clients with complex estate
planning needs.
The firm has always taken pride in the fact it
rewards hard work and loyalty, which is why two of
the company’s solicitors – residential property expert
Francesca Angelucci and Gemma Holmes of the
family law team – have both been promoted to senior
associates.
The company also recognises, however, that running
a smooth ship means ensuring there is a strong
support team, which is why it has also engaged a new,
experienced legal cashier and a new IT manager.
Martin Clark has taken on the new role of business
systems and IT manager and has been tasked to find
processes within the company that could be improved
with new technology.
“EMG already has excellent systems in place and was

already a paperless law firm, but I am looking at ways
to take this to the next level,” he says.
His work will include upgrading the practice
management software, which will allow EMG Solicitors
to introduce additional services, such as a new client
portal in the near future.
Martin adds: “I am also working to improve the
sharing of information, which is allowing our staff to be
even more efficient when working at home and allows
them to be flexible with their working hours to aid
home schooling if required.
“And that is certainly extremely important under the
current lockdown restrictions.”
For managing director Emma, the continued growth
of the company ensures that clients receive the care
and attention they need.
“I am thrilled we have been able to have all of these
highly experienced lawyers and professionals join
EMG,” she says.
“It means we can continue to offer supreme service
and the best advice to all of our clients, which for
many, is more crucial than ever under the current
circumstances.”
EMG Solicitors also supports a whole range of
charities and initiatives.
Last year, the firm set up the EMG Community Fund
which, in conjunction with County Durham Community
Foundation, donates to a number of good causes.
The company is also once again a sponsor of Lumiere
and for 2021 is supporting Brilliant, the commissioning
scheme that encourages people to submit their own
artwork ideas for exhibition at Lumiere 2021.
“This year, more than ever, it is important for us to
continue to give back,” says Emma.
“And we are glad that we are able to support so
many worthy causes.”

EMG Solicitors
As well as
its Legal
500-acclaimed
Court of
Protection work,
EMG Solicitors’
services include
employment
law, residential
conveyancing,
wills, trusts and
probate work,
commercial
property, notarial
services, family
law and family
mediation, and
disputes and
litigation.
Note: Team
picture opposite
taken before
COVID-19
pandemic and
associated
social distancing
regulations
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Harnessing your size and agility as an SME
Despite the challenges caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, SMEs can continue being
successful if they channel their agility and flexibility, says Scaleup North East partner
Tony Brooks.
www.scaleupnortheast.co.uk

Scaleup
North East
-

RTC North
is delivering
Scaleup
North East in
conjunction with
the North East
Local Enterprise
Partnership. The
programme is
part-funded by
the European
Regional
Development
Fund. It is aimed
at supporting
North East-based
businesses that
can demonstrate
both the hunger
and the potential
to achieve high
levels of growth.
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WHEN LEADING AN SME THROUGH THE IMMENSE
uncertainty we are facing today, there is the fear you
will tip and fall first, leaving only the bigger companies
to remain strong, sturdy and able to stay afloat.
Over the last year, however, Scaleup North East
partner Tony Brooks has helped SMEs in the region
to alleviate and overcome the pandemic’s disruptive
impact.
As an integral part of these business’ journeys,
Tony firmly believes the current circumstances
provide a unique opportunity for brands to make their
lasting mark and take advantage of their smaller and
subsequently more agile infrastructures.
“Now, more than ever, you have an opportunity to
make those moves, turn those corners and ride those
waves because you are agile and flexible,” he says.
“Your infrastructures will enable you to manoeuvre
much quicker than larger companies, so do not
underestimate your power.”
In times of strife for many of us, we go through an
emotional rollercoaster of either wanting to give up or
we are suddenly energised by a burst of inspiration.

remind one another of their why, their how, their what
and their when. Such reflection in times of difficulty is
imperative to finding the passion and ability to continue
your brand’s mission.
For Tony and his partners, the shared aspiration to
no longer work for others helped motivate the team to
build something they knew the market wanted and that
they knew they could execute well.
Tony says: “As a leader, looking after those who
have continued to look after you is key to achieving
your business goals and dreams. Keeping your people
reassured and motivated is essential.
“It can be easy for your people to lose confidence,
doubt their future and feel a lack of value when the
wheels come off your business; it is your job to remind
them of their value.
“Being committed to those relationships, and to the
experts you have internally and externally, is vital.
“Look to your teams, your supply chains, your
existing customers and map out a list of clients you
aspire to have on your books.
“Be determined to connect with them and present

However, it is what we do with this energy that
ultimately determines our fate.
When starting his business in 2002, Tony and a friend
were both tired of working for others in the world of
corporate global products, and recognised and pursued
a new market opportunity.
They both believed in their individual abilities and
as a duo had sufficient drive, determination and selfconfidence to give it a go.
In the first year, the company turned over £150,000
and 12 years on, in 2015, they sold their business with
a turnover of £5.5 million, with 55 employees having
endured the 2008 financial crisis.
Back in 2008, Tony and his senior leadership team
were fortunate enough to be comprised of four very
different personalities, skillsets and outlooks, all of
which complemented one another.
With multiple perspectives, the firm was able to

them with the opportunities they are currently missing
by not working with your business.”
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The power of the small
The story of one SME business and how it supports the North East economy.
Have you ever wondered what differentiates successful businesses to those that lose
touch with their customers? The answer is insight. If you want to really understand your
customers, you need to appreciate the value of insight.
www.explainresearch.co.uk
@ExplainMR
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INSIGHT IS THE OUTPUT OF GOOD QUALITY DATA

businesses would make the last year the third most

generated through market research and engagement.
By engaging with customers, businesses are
informed, are on the front foot, and can make strategic
decisions about their business to benefit their
customers.
Explain Market Research has worked with some of
the North East’s most successful businesses to support
them to gain insight, allowing them to be on the pulse
of the factors affecting their customers.
The skill of Explain is identifying the insight and
working with clients to ensure it leads to a tangible
action.
As an SME business, Explain, like most, has faced its
own challenges over the last 12 months.
One of those challenges was adapting its solutions to
continue to deliver what its clients needed.
What it didn’t anticipate 12 months ago was that the
demand for knowledge and insight from North East

successful year in the company’s close to 30-year
trading history.
In this article, the business shares the solutions it
delivers and why it is at the heart of the North East’s
business community.
A recap - what is Explain and what is market
research?
Explain is a full-service qualitative and quantitative
market research agency, based in Newcastle, which
delivers projects nationally. The company is owned, run
and managed by a team of four directors. As an SME
business, each and every member of the skilled team of
45 has a significant role to play.
At its heart, market research is all about gathering
information using different methodologies that can be
broken down into two categories.
Qualitative research is about investigating and
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understanding people’s thoughts, feelings and
behaviours, and quantitative research is about analysing
the numbers behind those thoughts and feelings.
Kim Davis, managing director, explains: “Market
research has become increasingly valuable in recent
years as a way of informing decision-making by
providing a rigorous evidence base.
“The role of the researcher is to be given a set of
objectives, to go out and find the information relating
to those objectives and then to report back on the
findings.
“Many of Explain’s clients work in regulated industries
where independent market research is a critical
business function that must be carried out regularly.
“In recent years, there has been a big push for these
companies to engage with their consumers continually,
with engagement being slightly different to research in
the sense that it is a two-way conversation and does not
always carry the rigorous control of research.”
It’s not as simple as just getting the insight, though.
The skill of Explain is embedding that insight in the
organisations they work with, ensuring it leads to an
action.
The heart of the North East
The strength of commitment and sense of community
from North East businesses is something we know sets
us apart from other regions.
Explain’s ethos is to work in collaboration across
sectors and topics. Explain has uncovered insight to
support the success of our region, providing solutions
to Northumbrian Water Group, Greggs, Northern
PowerGrid, Sage, Newcastle Building Society,
Northumbria NHS Foundation Trust and Newcastle
University, to name a few.

In true North East style, it also supports some of
our regions start-ups, backs local initiatives, such as
Tynemouth outdoor pool, and has worked pro bono
with St Oswald’s Hospice.
There is always a common thread – insight has
supported these organisations to grow, to validate
ideas, to connect with customers and to maintain a
competitive advantage.
Rebecca Crinson, research director at Explain, says:
“The projects we deliver have spanned every sector in
the North East.
“We work with the private and public sector,
charities and start-ups and have a specialism in
delivering research to support regulatory business
planning – be this in the utility sector, finance or social
housing.
“The skill of our team is in challenging the objectives
of our client to get under the skin of how insight can
support their success.
“Particularly, over the last 12 months, we have seen
the success of businesses largely being down to how
they have engaged with customers.
“There has been a heightened need to know how
their customer’s needs, behaviours and perceptions
have changed.”

Explain’s cross sector work includes:
Private companies
Working within the private sector to engage with
customers on new products and services to drive
businesses success.
NHS
Regionally working with trusts to consult and shape the
future of health services.
Charitable
Pro bono research to support local charities.
Start-ups
Research and engagement to evidence business plans.
Energy networks
Engagement around reliability, Net Zero and moving to
a decarbonised future.
Water networks
Creating active participation with communities
to understand what is important from their water
company.
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Insight in action
From Net Zero to baby-led weaning, take-away drive
throughs to ISA’s – no two projects are ever the same.
Businesses have their own objectives and ambitions
– the expertise is in generating insight that gives them
answers, leading to an action, allowing them to evolve.
Holly Shiel-Redfern, commercial director at Explain,
says: “It’s not until we looked internally at our own
business, and the changes we made to deliver for our
clients over the last 12 months, that we fully appreciated
the scale and variety of projects the team delivers, and
how much of a role insight has played in shaping North
East businesses and the wider economy.”

co-creating with communities to make the best use of
water environments to create water quality, wildlife and
accessibility benefits for the North East.

So, what does this mean in action? A snapshot of
recent projects include:

• Working on a pro bono basis supporting St Oswald’s
Hospice to engage with supporters of the hospice to
understand their views and opinions on future events to
support fundraising.

• Working with Northern PowerGrid to support their
regulatory business planning, Explain ran online
stakeholder events and explored the topic of Net Zero
and a decarbonised future with a range of customers and
stakeholders in the North East and Yorkshire – exploring
how we, as a region, can achieve Net Zero.
• Northumbrian Water Group are one of Explain’s
longest standing clients, having worked with them
for more than 20 years on projects from customer
satisfaction tracking to large-scale engagement
programmes that support business planning. Recently,
the team delivered water environments research,
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• Working with Greggs, Explain engaged with customers
to test the idea of a drive-thru and if this was something
that customers would value – leading to a successful
launch.
• In the finance sector, working with Newcastle Building
Society to engage with a range of customers on products
and services, to really get under the skin and understand
their customers in significant times of behaviour change.

• Working with start-ups, Explain worked baby food
manufacturer Babyled, which wanted to engage with
new mums to explore their approach to weaning their
baby and their decision-making process.
• In the health sector, the last 12 months have required
innovation to engage with communities. Explain works
with Northumbrian NHS Foundation Trust, using an
online community to allow them to understand what is
most important to their patients, particularly during the
pandemic.
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Why now?
Explain believes that regardless of sector, company
size, or your business objectives, market research will
enhance success.
Managing director Kim says: “It’s really about
knowing your customers. The skill of our team of
researchers is to get under the skin of a topic or
objective and provide you with knowledge to make
informed decisions.
“In some cases, that could be to change the direction
of your business plan or model, it could be that we
validate a strategic idea, or simply that we are asking
your customers, stakeholders or employees what
matters most to them. Independent research and
meaningfully engaging opens up a dialogue, it raises
the bar, it takes away bias and presents you with facts.
“In our experience in 2021/22, businesses will need to
regroup, reset and engage with their audiences – that’s
where we help.”
If you currently undertake research and engagement
to support your business planning, then you will

understand the benefits and the strategic advantage it
allows you to gain.
Putting your customers, stakeholders or employees
at the heart of your decision-making means you are
informed, agile, and can make changes that have a
positive impact on your business.
If you do not currently invest in research and
engagement, now is a good time to start.
Most businesses, as we emerge from COVID-19 in
2021, will have a new starting point, a new line in the
sand and insight will give you a commercial edge and
support your business to succeed.
What next for Explain? Well, it has weathered the
COVID-19 storm. Now moving forward, the future is
about getting firmly back on the path towards growth
in a way that allows the company to retain everything
it’s about – trust, reliability and robust market research.
If you would like to understand how research and
engagement can support your business or organisation,
please contact Holly Shiel-Redfern at holly@
explainresearch.co.uk

Explain
-

Explain is a
market research
agency that is
committed to
creating insightful
and dynamic
partnerships,
which deliver
powerful and
intelligent
results. The team
is made up of
industry-leading
qualitative and
quantitative
researchers,
which all have
cross-sector
experience.
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SAVING THE PLANET
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All businesses are led by the wants and needs of their customers. It’s therefore
encouraging to hear that more and more of those customers are becoming
environmentally conscious, looking at how they can reduce waste and their carbon
footprints. Whether it be a business looking to cut down on single-use plastic or
an individual looking to recycle more, many are trying to play their part in tackling
the climate crisis, which is still the most pressing facing humanity, despite the
coronavirus pandemic. The three Rs – reduce, reuse, recycle – are no longer the
preserve of the few environmentally enlightened; they are being adopted right
across our COVID-19-wracked society. One business that was early to the zerowaste party was mother and daughter-run food broker Buy the Kilo. Jackie Sewell
and Rachael Brien launched the business in Tynemouth Station back in February
2019, selling a wide range of goods such as pasta, cereal, nuts and flour, as well
as household cleaning products and toiletries. Here, former barrister Rachael tells
their story and explains how it’s not about pursuing sustainability like it’s some kind
of religious doctrine, but just doing your best to live a sustainable life whenever
and wherever you can.
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I grew up in Cullercoats and then Tynemouth, and
mum and I have spent quite a bit of time in Cornwall
over the years visiting family. We found several zero
waste shops down there and wanted to shop the way
our family did, so decided to bring the concept home
as there wasn’t anything like it at the time between
Darlington and Berwick. Mum graduated from her
Fine Art degree in 2013, having previously ran her own
interior design business for 30 years. Her work is about
the problems surrounding single-use plastic. She had
always wanted to open a gallery, so we merged the two
ideas.

I started barrister pupillage ten years ago but by
late 2014 had decided to take a sabbatical. I was
very young – 23 – when I started out. I wanted to
help people but found it hard to become involved
so far down the line when many things had already
happened. Added to that, I craved a more creative
environment to work in. I decided to take a chance.
I volunteered with the Koestler Trust, a prisoner art
charity; I worked as a special advisor to Karl Turner MP;
I started a year-long antique tile project, which I still
run; I ended up working in an incredible antique shop
in Chelsea and then set up a business with a friend
selling socks for women.

Mum and I are extremely close and at this time in
our lives, it is ideal. We are very different and yet
almost entirely the same. Mum seems to figure things
out by getting on and doing it: I tend to need to sit
down and think about it first. They are complementary
approaches as she can make my ideas come to life, as
well as her own, and I can maybe plan how and when
to use her ideas in a more strategic way, as well as
thinking about an idea in a wider context. I’m learning
so much from her. I think shared or joint leadership has
its advantages. It does mean we can clash, but at the
core of our relationship is respect and love.

I think we may have inspired people to put their ideas
into action and have subsequently helped over a
dozen shops with advice and support. We get asked
if we are connected to the other stores in the region,
which is a good thing. It means people are aware of the
wider concept and movement. Our customer base has
grown steadily. We had a lot of early uptake as there
was such a demand for it. We have many European and
international customers who shopped this way in their
home countries, as well as others who had moved up
from the South, where the movement was stronger at
the time.
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Business means different things to different people. Of
course, you need to earn enough to pay rent, bills, buy stock
and pay your team. But for us, it’s not about earning more at the
expense of doing something we feel is important. We encourage
customers to buy what they need and not over-buy. We try to
use recycled materials as much as possible, whether it is old
scaffolding boards to build shelves or recycled paper bags for
customers to use in store. We try not to waste anything and
donate out of date stock to relevant charities.

www.buythekilo.com

We’re at a point where all businesses should take the time to
think about how they can reduce their footprint. If businesses
did it more, it would help the customer to make better decisions.
At the moment, customers face a near-impossible task to totally
cut out single-use plastic from their lives. Mum and I don’t live
an entirely plastic-free life, we just do our best and encourage
others to do the same. We all worry we aren’t doing enough.
People have many things going on in their lives and some face
significant and varied challenges, which makes living in a more
environmentally-friendly way extremely difficult. It needs to start
at the top with better governance coupled with more awareness
campaigns.
We were very fortunate to have a committed customer base
almost from the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, due to
demand and some great local press. When the first lockdown
came into force, we had to change our business overnight and
move to a click-and-collect system. Our customers were so
patient as we figured this out. Many of our current customers
only started shopping with us during the first lockdown and so
had never been into the shop. When we finally re-opened, they
were delighted to actually come in and see what we had. We’ve
formed close relationships with many of our customers, share
ideas and genuinely support each other. If I’m having a bad day, I
find our customers lift my spirits. I hope we do that for them too.
I hope the appetite continues to grow for this type of shopping
experience. We get new customers all the time. But I think more
has to be done, and sooner, by the Government. For example,
Kenya’s Environment Minister Judy Wakhungu introduced a ban
on plastic bags in 2017. We need more decisive action like that,
coupled with incentives for businesses to adapt, to meet the
needs of the planet.
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Providing a safe
passage through
the pandemic
With COVID-19 continuing to impact upon
every aspect of society, Recovery4Life is
playing a crucial role in ensuring people in
the travel sector remain safe. The specialist
drug, alcohol and mental health services
provider has established a coronavirus
testing hub at Teesside International
Airport, which is allowing flyers and airside
teams to closely monitor their health and
laying the foundations for the business
sector to bounce back in the post-pandemic
era. Steven Hugill finds out more.
www.recovery4life.co.uk
@Recovery4LifeNE

THERE IS SOMETHING RATHER FITTING ABOUT
Teesside International Airport providing a base to help
avert a global crisis.
Where today the site is home to a COVID-19 testing
hub, back in the 1940s the airport was known as RAF
Middleton St George and operated as a critical cog in
the wheel of Bomber Command’s Second World War
aerial sorties.
The focus may have changed from fighting a dictator
ravaging Europe to thwarting a global pandemic’s
spread, but the site’s importance on the international
stage remains nevertheless just as prevalent.
Intrinsic to its enduring position as an able facilitator
for positive change is the airport’s partnership with
Recovery4Life.
Known for providing specialist drug, alcohol and
mental health services, the operator pivoted at the
beginning of last year’s first lockdown, using its
expertise around testing to offer rapid COVID-19
antigen, antibody and laboratory-based analysis.
A key element in the swift rollout of its services was
the company’s move to establish a unit at Teesside
International Airport in December, which is now
providing testing for large numbers of business and
personal passengers, as well as local residents.
Complementing testing carried out in
Recovery4Life’s Gateshead headquarters, the airport
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operation is playing a decisive role in helping the North
East combat COVID-19.
“We’ve quickly built a wonderful relationship with the
airport and have a fully operating on-site unit, which
we are using as a hub and spoke model for the region,”
says chief executive John Devitt [pictured right].
“Demand has been high, and that is with the
dramatically reduced number of flights that have been
operating due to COVID-19.
“Our testing, reporting and support is available seven
days a week and can easily flex to the scale of demand.
“Our testing is the cheapest – and the best – in the
region and we offer a number of benefits to people
using our services, such as discounted prices if they are
travelling from the airport.
“We can set companies up with accounts and are
very malleable to what they need, and also provide
capacity for same-day bookings, as well as family and
group reservations, and free cancellations and changes
to all appointments.”
It isn’t just flyers at Teesside International Airport
that are benefiting from Recovery4Life’s services,
however.
Working alongside its Gateshead base, John says
travellers using flights from other airports can use the
testing centre at Teesside to ensure they are safe to
board.
“The model works really well,” says John, who
reveals Recovery4Life also plans to roll out its specialist
drug, alcohol and mental health services from its
Teesside testing base going forward.
“Obviously, we are on-site in Teesside, but our
Gateshead office is only 20 minutes up the road from
Newcastle International Airport and neither bases are
too far away from Leeds Bradford Airport.”
Such expediency, says John, is particularly crucial
given the evolving landscape around COVID-19 testing
and differing nations’ requirements of passengers.
He says: “Travellers must present a negative
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) test no more than 72
hours before their flight.
“However, what is increasingly happening with many
countries, including places like the Netherlands, is that
people must have had a rapid antigen test three hours
before boarding.
“With that in mind, we work with passengers to
get their tests done and ensure that, by the time they
get to the airport, we’ve sent them their certificate
electronically to enable them to fly.”
Furthermore, John says the organisation’s testing
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provision is helping manoeuvre the region’s commercial
landscape – which includes the impacted tourism
sector – into a position to flourish again post-pandemic.
He says: “We are really trying to help businesses
restart and get going.
“Against that backdrop, we want to support Teesside
International Airport meet its objectives around
business and personal travel, as well as freight.
“We will work with the carriers when operations
ramp up again and provide airside testing, which will
include testing passengers in the executive lounge.
John adds: “The tourism industry has to be able to
show it can operate safely; when people get on a plane,
they want to know that when they see passengers in
the seats around them that they have all been tested
and are free of the virus.
“That will be the gold standard going forward.
“To that end, we are now engaging with a number of
travel agencies so that when people are booking their
flights, the operators are able to reserve them slots for
tests at the same time.
“Until the world is vaccinated, we are going to need
testing.
“And, even if the world is vaccinated, there is always
going to be variants of the virus.
“That means it is absolutely imperative to have a
robust testing system, and we are committed to playing
our part in that to help ensure people stay safe and
well.”

Recovery4Life
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Praising the work of Recovery4Life
at Teesside International Airport,
Tees Valley Mayor Ben Houchen
says:
“Since the start of this pandemic, we have
made it clear that the health and wellbeing of
local people has been our top priority.
“We’re delighted to be working alongside
Recovery4Life to give people from Teesside,
Darlington and Hartlepool the ability to book
a coronavirus test right on their doorstep.
“This has been giving local people peace
of mind and will continue to be a hugely
important facility as restrictions on travel
get lifted,” adds the mayor, who previously
returned the airport to public ownership.
“As we reintroduce our schedule of flights
connecting the area to the globe via London
Heathrow and Amsterdam Schiphol, people
need to know that they are safe and well and
fit to travel for business or pleasure.”

Based in
Gateshead’s
Hymers Court,
Recovery4Life’s
clients include
well-known North
East companies
such as Prima
Cheese, Quorn,
Caterpillar, ADM
Pressings and
the North East
England Chamber
of Commerce.
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Creative agencies:
What we do and why
your business needs us
With creative campaigns and brand design
sitting at the heart of business success,
Projector’s managing director Phil Lowery
reveals how the award-winning branding
and design agency is harnessing its breadth
of skills to provide clients with unique
support that brings fresh concepts to life.
www.yourprojector.com
phil@yourprojector.com

Projector
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To find out more
about how you
can benefit
from Projector’s
strategic thinking
and creativity
to enhance your
brand’s identity
and content, call
0191 265 2400.

In a competitive global market, creative campaigns
and brand design are the two components that will
separate the businesses who succeed from those
that fail. The problem is, though, that few companies
have the in-house knowledge to give this vital area of
business the attention it requires.
After all, to ensure longevity in any industry,
professionalism needs to be considered – and this
means your brand output too.
So, what better way to ensure this professionalism
is maintained than by outsourcing your creative to the
experts in the field? That is where we come in.
What we do
With a team of qualified creatives and designers,
which has a collective 79 years of experience in the
industry, we at Projector concentrate on helping small
businesses grow and big businesses stay that way.
We do this by working with board members,
business owners and marketing managers to combine
strategic thinking and creative ideas to build engaging
brands and better communications.
What do we offer?
Fresh perspective
Working in-house, it’s easy to lose sight of the bigger
picture. A creative agency, therefore, provides a fresh
pair of eyes over your unique problem; be this a new
product launch, a recruitment campaign, or something
more niche.
Importantly, as experts in creative problem-solving,
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we have the ability to challenge your perception of
your brand – identifying new windows of opportunity
that you might have missed through lack of design
knowledge.
Unique skill set
Some of us excel in the initial brand identity
creation, others creative campaigns; but we’re all
brought together by our collective passion for taking
something intangible and making it real in the minds of
an audience.
As trained professionals, agency creatives come
together to combine their individual skill sets and turn
them into a unique client offering. Working across a
multitude of platforms within a number of industries,
we have the experience and talent to bring concepts
to life.
Better level of design
Ultimately, one of the key things we can offer
businesses is an all-round better level of design. From
the ideas we have, through to the work we produce
and the results we deliver, creative agencies have the
means and expertise to deliver a higher level of service.
This is something David Saxton, head of marketing
at CMP Products, believes in.
He says: “There’s little doubt that the significance
of branding and design creativity in CMP has been
enhanced with Projector’s support. We work closely to
ensure this continues to evolve, successfully reflecting
CMP as a dynamic, state-of-the-art, market-leading
business.”
How does this benefit your business?
Staffed by experts, creative agencies are able
to provide brands with the knowledge needed to
tackle their problems – from the ability to create a
memorable brand identity, to creating digital content
that influences consumer decisions.
Above all, agencies help to drive results by working
with organisations to develop and execute effective
strategies that deliver awareness and make things
stand out.
As an award-winning creative agency, at Projector,
we understand the importance of building a
relationship with an agency you can trust.
If you’d like some advice or are wondering what
a creative agency could do for you, feel free to get in
touch.
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Giants flex
meat-free muscle
From ground-breaking Greggs’ vegan
sausage rolls, to bird-less KFC chicken
burgers. From Whoppers grown in
the wild, to Big Macs built without
beef; the list of big-name, meat-free
takeaway alternatives is growing by
the day.
Fast food giants and supermarkets
have not just jumped on the meat-free
bandwagon, they are at the wheel
and driving through the marketplace
at rapid speeds to meet increasing
demand for meals without meat.
The latest craze is flexitarianism
– a predominantly plant-based diet
with some meat and fish – as more
consumers recognise cutting back or
totally avoiding animal products has
health benefits and makes a difference
to the planet.
More than seven million British
adults now follow a meat-free diet,
which is set to almost double by the
end of the year. New research shows
a quarter of British millennials have
considered a vegan diet during the
pandemic while the number of those
who have eaten meat-free foods has
shot up to 65 per cent over two years.
Sales of meat-free foods were an
estimated £816 million in 2019 and
are expected to hit in excess of £1.1
billion by 2024. Taste, quality and
health benefits will be the key factors
as brands battle to feed the nation’s
rapidly changing appetite.
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Fresh thought for food
With huge numbers turning to healthier eating
during the COVID-19 pandemic, and many cutting
back or ditching meat altogether, there has been
an explosion of meat-free products in supermarket
fridges and shelves and on takeaway menus. North
East food giant Quorn has been at the forefront
of food revolution for decades, and continues to
develop new, tastier products. But, as Colin Young
discovers, the sudden rise in popularity has taken
even it by surprise.

Words by Colin Young

4 This is not a fad or a foodie phase
we’re going through.
It can no longer be perceived as an
anti-meat movement or a protest to
protect animals and the planet.
Veganism, vegetarianism,
flexitarianism, simple, sensible ‘healthyeatingism’, call it what you like. Meatfree eating and meat alternatives are
here to stay.
You no longer have to appreciate
Morrissey wailing that meat is murder
to embrace a diet that excludes or
diminishes your meat intake and cuts
back on calories, health risks and CO2
gases.
More of us are swapping the chicken

for chickpeas, lamb for lentils and cuts
of beefs for quinoa to safeguard the
environment and cleanse our bodies.
In this year’s Veganuary campaign,
a record half a million pledged to eat
only vegan food in January. The figure
was up 100,000 on 2019 and double the
previous year and many are sticking
to it, or have become flexitarians and
varied their diets.
The supermarkets responded.
Iceland, Aldi and Asda websites
produced detailed vegan recipes, and
Waitrose dedicated aisles in 130 shops.
Marks & Spencer created a vegan
meal plan and Tesco promoted their
own Veganuary campaigns on radio and
television. With new products flooding
the market, research suggests the
COVID-19 lockdown has at least had a
positive impact on our eating habits and
made these meat-free choices more
appealing.
Studies in the UK by food and drink
analyst Mintel¹ show concerns and
awareness over the impact of eating
meat on the environment has played
a part but the biggest reason nearly
a third are cutting back on meat
consumption is the improvement to
personal health.
The proportion of meat eaters who
have reduced their intake rose to 39 per
cent in 2019, from 28 per cent two years
earlier, and there is a strong ‘feel-good’
factor associated with these products,
with 85 per cent who have actively
limited or reduced meat intake claiming
it made them feel healthier.
While the meat-free market is
thriving, 38 per cent substitute meat
with cheese or pulses, rather than buy
meat substitutes and the majority of
Brits (88 per cent) are still eating red
meat or poultry. There has also been no
significant increase in the one per cent
following vegan-only.
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Outside in
Words by Pete Harrison, chief
commercial officer at Quorn

4“The best solution is not to
convince everyone to give up
meat but get the balance right if
you eat too much.
“So you can have a steak on
Saturday night, but the rest of
the week, think carefully about
what you eat. We’re not trying
to trick anybody, or say never
eat meat, we’re just ensuring
our food tastes really good
to encourage people to make
meat-free part of their routine.”
Going meat-free
facts and statistics
• Half a million people signed up
to Veganuary in 2021
• Deliveroo’s vegan orders spiked
by 163 per cent in 2020
• 7.2 million British adults now
follow a meat-free diet
• 13 million Brits are expected to
have become meat-free by the
end of 2021
• UK vegans increased by 445,428
(40 per cent) over the past 12
months
• Vegans and vegetarians will
make up a quarter of the British
population in 2025
Reference: 1 – ‘Plant-based push:
UK sales of meat-free foods shoot
up 40% between 2014-19’; https://
www.mintel.com/press-centre/
food-and-drink/plant-basedpush-uk-sales-of-meat-free-foodsshoot-up-40-between-2014-19
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With the world’s biggest protein
fermentation plant in Billingham, and a
product forming and finishing facility in
Stokesley, North Yorkshire, Quorn has
been the leader in the meat-free, plantbased world for decades.
In the 1960’s, Lord Rank set out to
transform the food we eat, challenging
leading scientists to uncover alternatives
to meat with a new, sustainable source
of protein, amid concerns the globe’s
growing population would lead to
increasing food shortages because
conventional farming would not be able to
cope with demand.
After screening more than 3000 soil
samples from across the world, they
eventually struck gold in a field near
Marlow, in Buckinghamshire – discovering
a microorganism in the fungi family called
Fusarium venenatum.

The Fusarium venenatum converts
carbohydrate into protein, producing
‘mycoprotein’: a protein-rich, sustainable
food source packed with fibre, low
in saturated fat and containing no
cholesterol.
Starting the process with just under a
gram, it grows into 1500 tonnes of highly
nutritious mycoprotein in each 40-day
fermentation cycle, is highly sustainable
and environmentally friendly.
The first Quorn product hit the shelves
when it launched a ready-meal cottage
pie for Sainsbury’s in 1985. The demands
for better flavours, extra nutrients and
more choice has been unrelenting since
and Quorn continues to lead from the
front.
Newcastle-based baker Greggs was
the first major high street company to
approach Quorn about providing meat
substitutes for its traditional and very
popular lines.
The vegan sausage roll may have raised
eyebrows at the time of its launch for the
2019 Veganuary campaign, but they have
been flying out of the ovens ever since.
The company is not alone in seeking
to continually expand its range – and no
wonder.
The UK market for meat-free foods was
reportedly worth £740 million in 2018,
increasing to £816 million the following
year.
Pete Harrison, Quorn’s chief
commercial officer, says: “If you’d asked
anyone in the company ten years ago if
they thought we’d be in the high street
with a company like Greggs, you wouldn’t
have found anyone who said yes; no one
could have predicted it.
“It was a very exciting moment when
they approached us.
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“There was the North East connection,
and we see them as a traditional baker,
but they are in fact one of the most
forward-thinking high street operators out
there and that signal they wanted to do a
vegan sausage roll was incredible for us.
“It shows where veganism has gone to,
which is brilliant.
“You’ll see more and more. You’re
starting to see these places bringing in
vegan offerings, which they probably
wouldn’t have imagined a few years ago,
but it’s only the beginning of everyone
looking at food differently.
“It had that perception that it was a
growing fad, but we have high levels of
growth and more restaurants and chains
looking at vegan options because people
want it.
Pete continues: “And that’s
fundamentally why there has been such
growth. There are no new regulations
or laws; this is more people making
that choice and looking to do things
differently. It’s exciting.

“The time has come to look again at
the emergence of meat-free because
people are concerned about their
health, the environment, and question
the impact food production has on
ourselves and the planet.
“Choice will be critical.
“If people have more options for
more meal occasions, that will help.
If people don’t have to compromise
on taste because they find great food,
then choosing meat-free becomes
easier.
“Fundamentally changing food
consumption globally is an enormous
job, and we are a growing company
in the North East that is very excited
to be a part of the future and finding
solutions,” adds Pete.
“It’s going to take a combination of
people thinking clearly, but it will be
driven by people wanting to change.”
Eight years ago, the likes of a new
meat-free convert like Pete Harrison
would have struggled to order much
more than a stuffed pepper as the
veggie option in a restaurant.
Today, the choices are endless and
only set to grow.
With Peri-Peri ranges, Turkish
kebabs and more Greggs delights all
to come, if there is one role worth
looking out for in the Sits Vac columns
now, it is surely Quorn’s chief taster.
“I never thought of that,” laughs
Pete.
“I’m quite lucky – I get to taste and
see the new foods we’re developing
and improvements we’re making.
“I think you’ll see the quality of
meat-free products improve over
the next few years and the ranges
continue to expand as more people
get into it.
“We’ll be part of that, making sure,
at the heart of it, everything we do
gets better.”
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In a spacious, custom-made laboratory in the heart of Newcastle, a small team of scientists
are painstakingly working around the clock on cultured meat technology, which is set to
revolutionise the food industry and dinner tables across the world. But the goals of the
six guys and gals in white coats are more than taking biotechnology and experiments
to new places; they are a necessity. Current global meat production is not sustainable,
and it remains reliant on animal agriculture and slaughter, which is detrimental to the
environment, contributes heavily to increases in greenhouse gas emissions, deforestation,
soil degradation, water stress and coastal ‘dead’ zones.
The message is clearly getting through, though. The Vegan Society estimates 13 million
Britons will have become meat-free by the end of 2020, and the market has taken off in the
last 18 months with supermarkets and multi-national fast-food outlets offering countless
vegan ranges and plant-based products. Deliveroo alone reported a 163 per cent spike in
vegan orders during the first COVID-19 lockdown last year.
And there is another alternative for meat-lovers. The cell-based agriculture methods being
developed by biotech start-up CellulaREvolution in The Biosphere, based on Newcastle’s
new Helix science district, will offer a long-term alternative to slaughtered meat.
And, after securing £1 million from a set of strategic investors including CPT Capital,
Stephan Schmidt, Orange Light Ventures, and funds managed by Northstar Ventures,
the North East Innovation Fund Supported by the European Regional Development Fund,
and the newly-launched Northern Accelerator Seed Investment Fund (NASIF), the new
company is on track to support the delivery of cultured meat at real scale.

Words by Colin Young 								
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4Dr Martina Miotto places her red
overcoat on the hanger in her new
Biosphere base and takes a seat at her
desk, resisting the temptation to reach for
the white lab coat on the back of the door,
which has been like a second skin for most
of her life.
Her team of six are in the laboratory on
the other side of the glass where she will
be stationed for most of her working day
and they have matters in hand.
The future of our food is in those
hands. And they know it. Hands which are
developing the technology to transform
the food we eat.
Here comes the science. Cell-based
agriculture creates products from cell
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cultures, rather than whole plants or
animals, taking a sample of cells from
a live animal and placing them in a
bioreactor. The cells are fed a nutrientrich soup that enables them to grow and
divide. Trillions of cells can be produced
from a small sample and once enough
cells are produced, they are turned into
developed muscle and fat cells through
a process called differentiation, before
normal food processing technologies are
used to form the final product – meat.
But it is expensive, and the industry
faces significant hurdles as it works to
move from the lab to the supermarket,
particularly bringing down the price of
cultured meat production and delivering

at a scale necessary to achieve price parity
with traditional meat.
And that’s where CellulaREvolution
comes in – it is developing two products to
address these issues.
First, a synthetic peptide coating that
allows for cell culturing without animal
serum and secondly, a new approach in
how to culture cells that could represent
a significant change in the cultured meat
industry’s ability to produce at scale.
Martina says: “We have developed a
continuous cell culture process that means
cultured meat can now be produced
quicker, more efficiently and in far greater
quantities.
“Our innovative approach eliminates the
animal-derived serum from the process.
“This allows the production of a truly
‘clean’ ethical product.
“CellulaREvolution’s bioreactor
technology decouples cell production
from the surface area available by
releasing cells continuously.
“By moving to continuous cell
production, the area required to grow cells
can be drastically reduced – this increases
yield and lowers production costs.
“It is quite common outside of biotech,
and a lot of industries have made
that switch from batch to continuous
processes.
“If you think of the oil and gas industry,
most of their processes are run in a
continuous way,” adds Martina.
“It is a matter of translating that
approach to cell manufacturing. That has
not been done before and that is what we
are trying to do.
“It is very exciting for different reasons,
not only because of the fact we are doing
research, have good technology and are
really translating our work into areas that
can have an impact.
“I am learning a lot of new things too.
“For example, we are developing a
bioreactor that requires interdisciplinary
work between biologists and engineers
and I’m learning a lot about bio-processing
and engineering.”
Preliminary simulations suggest that
over a 30-day period CellulaREvolution’s
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approach can produce twice the number
of cells in a six times smaller bioreactor
compared to a batch system.
The ultimate aim is to ‘lower production
costs per cell’, cutting the cost to produce
cultured meat.
As the founding partner of the
business, there are sponsors, clients and
collaborators for Martina to attend to and
the novelty of spending hours at a desk,
laptop open, phones at the ready, planning
and organising, has far from worn off.
“It’s a tricky question,” she admits.
“If you had asked me after my PhD, I
would say I definitely preferred being in
the lab.
“At this stage, though, I like both.
“I look at my calendar knowing it will be
a mixture of meetings with our amazing
staff to structure the work, plan the work,
with meetings, updates, troubleshooting
and problem-solving.
“It is more or less like that every day
because when you are doing experiments
there is always something to troubleshoot
or optimise.
“I sit in front of the window overlooking
the lab, so I am always looking inside and
if I have a moment I do go in there.
“I have the lab coat on the door always
ready.”
Martina’s mother Tiziana is a clinician at
the local hospital near their small village
in northern Italy, and she grasped the
intricacies of the human body before she
could read and write, igniting a passion
and an extraordinary academic career that
saw her awarded Newcastle University’s
Enterprise Scholarship and a prestigious
Enterprise Fellowship from the Royal
Society of Edinburgh.
Such a passion for STEM brought
her permanently to Newcastle and to
her role of chief scientific officer of
CellulaREvolution, which is a Northern
Accelerator and Newcastle University
spin-out.
She co-founded the company in 2019
with Professor Che Connon, the firm’s
chief technical officer, and its chief
executive Leo Groenewegen.
Martina was originally Che’s PhD

4“We would not have got as
far as we have without Martina’s
perseverance, determination and
ability to get things done.
“With the new recent
fundraising, the future looks really
bright and it gives us a good
pathway to take what we have
in the lab already with the new
bioreactor. We can start to make
ones we can sell to customers
primarily in this cultured meat
sector for lab-grown burgers and
things like that.”
Words by Professor Che Connon –
CellulaREvolution chief technical
officer

student, and he supported and
encouraged her to pursue the commercial
potential of her research into tissue
engineering and its real-world application.
CellulaREvolution benefited from
Northern Accelerator’s ‘Executives into
Business’ programme, which provided
them with Leo to run the company, as
well as financial support to steer the
prospective spin-out through the early
commercialisation process.
Thanks to her PhD mentor Che, Martina
is now on the verge of an exciting leap
into the business world, with large US
food companies in particular watching the
Tyneside biotechnological developments
with interest.
They have recently secured £1 million
from a set of investors that includes
CPT Capital, Stephan Schmidt, Orange
Light Ventures, and funds managed
by Northstar Ventures, the North East
Innovation Fund and the Northern
Accelerator Seed Investment Fund.
It very nearly didn’t happen, however.
Martina almost followed her mother
into the medical world before a change
in focus, and it is perhaps fitting her work
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with CellulaREvolution has also identified
potential applications in the medical and
pharmaceutical industries, around areas
such as the production of cell-based
therapies, blood products or viral vectors.
“My mother studied medicine at the
University of Bologna, and I remember at
a very early age she had two big books
of the Grey’s Anatomy, so before I was
learning how to read, I was actually
picking those books up and looking at
the amazing images of anatomy,” says
Martina.
“At high school, I did maths, physics,
biology and chemistry, but I didn’t know
what to do at university.
“I was very close to my high school
friend Mattia and when he told me he was
going to do biotechnology, I said, ‘ok, I
will do that with you then and see what
happens’.
“After completing my undergraduate
and postgraduate degrees at the
University of Ferrara, in northern Italy,
I moved to Newcastle University to
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complete my PhD, where I graduated in
2018.
Martina continues: “A brilliant mentor
in Italy gave me the opportunity to go to
a conference in Nottingham where I met
Che.
“I wanted to do a PhD and we got
talking about an international experience
and he said he might have something
coming up in Newcastle.
“I’d never heard of Newcastle, however.
I had been to London twice as a tourist,
but that was it.
“I really liked it straight away, though.
“Newcastle is the perfect size for me;
the people are very friendly, and it has
been like a new home, though I quickly
had to get used to the cold and windy
weather!”
Italy’s loss has very much been
Newcastle – and the UK’s gain
– with Martina now overseeing
CellulaREvolution’s plans to supply
cultured meat companies with its
bioreactors and continuous growth
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chambers. The bioreactors are a capital
investment for most companies and
the firm believes future commercial
arrangements will have two components:
direct purchase and maintenance and
service agreements.
There are ongoing collaborations with
several cultured meat companies, signed
up to jointly test their specific cell lines
with CellulaREvolution’s technology and
the company is confident its first sale is
imminent.
“The work we are doing is important for
different reasons,” Martina explains.
“It is important on the ethical
perspective and it is important on the
environmental perspective.
“As we all know, the impact farming has
been having on our planet has been quite
significant and the population is growing
and expected to reach 10 billion people
by 2050.
“In terms of meat consumption, it seems
the trend is more people are eating more
meat, so there is not going to be enough
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for everyone and the impact is quite
significant.
“We need to find alternatives to that
and one of those is plant-based products.
“They are good and, I do eat them
myself now and again, but you have to
take them as a different thing. They don’t
really taste like meat.
“Cultured meat is addressed at meat
lovers, people who really like meat, but
they recognise the impact on the planet
and the ethical implication of killing
animals.
“It addresses taste and those kinds
of issues, because the idea is to have a
product which is the same as animal meat,
but you don’t have to slaughter the animal
to have it.
“Nutritionally, we are quite far away,
but the technology is still in its very early
stages.
“The whole idea is to have exactly the
same nutritional characteristics as normal
meat.
“For that, we are developing an
artificial environment that allows cells
recreating how meat is produced in the
animal and end up with a product that is
indistinguishable from real meat.
“At the moment, because it is
technically quite challenging, most of the
cultured meat products are a combination
between some cells and some plant-based
product.
“This is the first wave of product
incorporating cultured meat.”
And Martina accepts that while the
population is becoming increasingly
knowledgeable on the environmental
implications of our current meat
consumption and production, education
on cultured meat alternatives will be
necessary to help drive CellulaREvolution
in the commercial world.
She adds: “It is one reason why the
name has changed from clean meat to
cultured or cultivated meat because it
gave the impression of something that was
very artificial.
“It is important we educate people that
it is nothing to be scared about and that
because something is made in a lab it

doesn’t mean it isn’t natural.
“It is exactly the same as meat and it
is important to change that perception,
particularly in countries where there is
quite strong cultural passion for meateating and food.
“Studies are showing that more people
are willing to try it, though.
“Some companies are saying it could be
five to ten years before we see large scale
production.
“Technically it is challenging, but in five
to ten years we will have a product that
is a good mix between plant-based and
cultured meat, with increasing numbers of
cultured meat cells.
“In a lot of conferences they use a quote
from Churchill, who said, ’there will come
a time when we will not have to grow the
whole chicken, but just the hind’.
“Things are changing, and we are
arriving at that point, one step at the time.
“I would like to make the dream come
true to finalise what we are planning on
the technological perspective and see our
machines working and really making an
impact on the markets we are targeting.”

4“Our technology, as opposed
to current technologies, allows
for a move from a batch cell
culturing system to a continuous
one. Continuous bioreactors – as
opposed to batch production –
have cells growing, proliferating
and detaching/harvesting
continuously, resulting in a much
higher yield over time while
requiring less space and fewer
media inputs. We are now ready
and equipped to accelerate the
development of our products and
make a true innovative impact on
the way cells are grown.”

Words by Leo Groenewegen –
CellulaREvolution chief executive
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THE LAST WORD
Closing this month’s issue of North East Times, Estelle Blanks, the newly-appointed chief executive of
Innovation SuperNetwork, discusses how grassroots policy development and better access to finance
could help transform regeneration efforts across the North East and bring more innovative products and
services to market.

Estelle Blanks
www.supernetwork.org.uk
@SuperNetworkNE

As someone who has worked in economic development
and innovation for many years, what do you consider to
be one game-changing policy that could turbo-charge
regeneration across the North East?
I don’t think the answer lies in one policy, but in truly
transforming how policies are made.
For me, game-changing intervention is enabling policies
that are devolved, has a basis in grassroots engagement, and
considers local and regional issues.
Grassroots policy development and devolved innovation
funding enables longer-term policies to be enacted, and results
in increased and more sustainable potential impact.
Top-down innovation policy all too often restricts the potential
impact by being time-limited and focusing on specific areas
or industries. These policies can lack the nuance to consider
issues affecting local economies, be less inclusive and stifle
collaboration.
Why do you think this idea would deliver great benefits?
Access to innovation finance would be an area where we
would see significant regional impact. We know there are some
very specific issues impacting the amount of research and
development we see in the North East. This includes a relatively
low level of private investment in regional start-up and scale-up
businesses, as well as available grant funding.
The challenge lies in instilling confidence in both businesses
and funders to attract patient capital into the region.
We’ve seen significant success in this area when we leverage
grant funding alongside private investment. The quality of
businesses we have in the region speaks to private investors
when we connect the two.
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At the same time, we need to work with businesses to develop
innovation pathways to undertake research and development
and bring more innovative products and services to market.
Achieving this through devolved strategic policies and
funding, which respond to local challenges, can set the
region on a path to build greater market share nationally and
internationally, increasing jobs and opportunities.
How will you look to drive this policy forward in your new role
as chief executive of the Innovation SuperNetwork?
Building on what we have achieved in the last six years, our
pragmatic and collaborative approach has paved the way for
this multi-faceted method of engaging with organisations at all
levels.
Our work through the Newcastle Angel Hub connects
innovative companies with national and international investors.
We part-fund clusters working in digital, healthcare,
social innovation, energy and manufacturing, with the aim of
supporting disruptive businesses to not only increase demand
for regional investment opportunities, but the supply.
Enabling the environment for regional businesses to develop
in this way relies on an established innovation ecosystem.
We’ve worked with partners to strengthen this environment,
allowing regional businesses to connect, collaborate and tap into
networks and markets nationally and internationally.
Finally, our approach includes working closely with
policymakers, from the North East Local Enterprise Partnership,
combined authority and local authorities to Innovate UK and UK
Research and Innovation.
This builds lasting partnerships and long-term collaborative
programmes that have a genuine agenda to see growth for the
region in sustainable industries.
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